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Better Ilomes and GardensowooD.editOrtSanele
tTrruas the last day
of tlre shop corrtestrrr
...and all through the land,
many readers were wishing:
"Let me win the grand,"

Their photos were packaged

and mailed so fine,
with the hope that their entries
might meet the deadline.

f*.ut. me for taking libenies with
lJ"An Account of a Visit From Saint
Nicholas," also known as "The Night
Before Christmas," by Clement Clarke
Moore. I was reminded of that classic hol-
iday poem as I wrote this column on the
entry deadline day for our Great American
Workshops Contest. You see, events on
that day were lending a festive atmosphere
to our shop and offices.

First, the mailman dropped off a much-
larger-than-usual load of packages-near-
ly all of them overnight deliveries from
contestants. Minutes later, a Minnesota
reader stopped in after a three-hour drive
to hand-deliver his enbry---+ven the
overnight services couldn't help him get
the package here on time. Then, the phone
rang. On the line was an Oregon reader
saying that the overnight services weren't
flying on schedule, so would it be okay if
we received her enfiry the next day?

Now, mind you, the contest was
announced a full five months before the
final entry due date. So, I couldn't help
but chuckle-I know how we woodwork-
ers can put things off. I've given my share
of holiday presents that smelled of barely
cured varnish. Still, I wondered why so
many entries came in at the last minute
when only photos and a floor plan were
required. Well, the grand-prize winner,
Jacques Jodoin, whose enfiry arrived on
the final day, provided me with some

insight. "It took me three months to clean
up the shop for taking photos," he admit-
ted in a phone call. And when you see
Jacques's shop on page 74, you'll under-
stand why it took him that long.

We received more than 400 entries in
the eight contest categories, and I think I
speak for all of the judges when I say that
we were absolutely blown away by the
ingenuity and resourcefulness shown by
the entrants. The hardest part of the selec-
tion process, of course, was niurowing it
down to one winner in each category.

My thanks to all of the entrants, winners
and nonwinners alike, who made this con-
test a success. In fufure issues we hope to
show you how to implement many of the
best ideas submitted in your own shop.
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Our bulletin board for

talkin back

Thanks fo-
a charitable
article

I was taking a break from a
music-box project and
thought l'd just sit and
relax for a spell. While
doing so, lwondered if I
ever thanked WOOb
magazine for what you've
done to help me in my
woodworking endeavors.

Back in June 1991 (issue
43), you featured me in an

article about the music boxes I build and
donate to local charity fund-raising activi-
ties. That article opened doors and
allowed me to interact with woodworkers
all over the world. And my music boxes
have generated over $40,000 for charity.

These things would never have been
possible without your help. I truly appre-
ciate everything you've done to help me
realitze my dream.

-Richard Gard, Casey, lll.

This heart-shape box,
one of Richards designs,
was featured
in issue 43.

Give tem the ol'flush-
cutting one-two punch
I enjoyed "Copycat cutters," the article on
router flush-trim and pattern bits in issue
136. I belong to Worthington Woodworkers,

letters, comments, and timely updates

and we make 300-400 toys
each year for community
Christmas baskets.

Using a template and
flush-trim bit to make
identical parts, we
always have trouble

tative verified it when he reviewed our
chart prior to publication). Compounding
matters, the planer's manual and the
labeling on its infeed table specify a 34"

minimum thickness. But you're right.
Checking the turret stop on the same
machine reveals six stops down to 1/a".

Take another look
at the display stand
I'd like to call attention to a misplaced
dado in the display stand in issue 135.
On Drawing 3, Step 3, and again on
Drawing 4b, the centered dado in the
divider (E) is shown 3t/z" lrom the end.
The correct dimension is 37+", as shown
in the drawings, below.

-Ryan McGuire, South Euclid, Ohio

Is Douglas fir
really as thick as a brick?
I am very perplexed by "lf a wood truck
could truck wood" in Talking Back on

when the bit runs
against the grain. Marv
Rall, one of our mem-
bers, suggested also
using a pattern bit.
Now, when the flush-
trim bit starts running Pattern 

ir'.f,il;,
against the grain, we
stop, turn the workpiece over, and finish
up with a pattern bit. With the template
on the bottom, running against the pat-
tern bit's bearing, we're once more rout-
ing with the grain.

-Kern Schwartz, Worthington, Minn.

Into thin wood
I look fonruard to each issue of WOOD
that shows up in my mailbox, and issue
133 did not disappoint. But when I read
the Tool Buyers' Update about portable

planers (page 16), I came away
scratching my head.

You see, I just bought the
Craftsman no. 21713 you talked
about. And even though you
say its depth-stop turret has
five thicknesses down to 3/e",

I know from personal experi-
ence that mine will surface
to less than t/e". In the

accompanying chart, you shortchange
this planer even further, saying its min-
imum cutting thickness is 1/2".

-Ed Maze, Malabar, Fla.

Sorry for the confusion, Ed. We took the
1/2" spec directly from Craftsman's most
recent catalog (and a Craftsman represen-

Continued on page 10

Richard Gard
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3/+" dado blade

1" dado 1/+" deep
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MAI{ING A PRFEGT
CIIT IS AS EAIiY ASi

LINIT{G YOI'R MAru( UP
TOIHE I.A:iRTR'IC!

Graftsman Exclusive laser Trac
The guesswork is over. So is wasteful,
inaccurate cutting. Now you'll know
exactly where the blade will intersect
with your workpiece. Perfect for all
types of straight and bevel cutting.

5,00O rym noload sfed
for fast and smooth cutting
1$amp universal motor with
externally accessible brushes has
power needed for all types of cuts .

Sliding fence wittr buiftin bevel
indicatorc for fust, accurate setups
With our new easy-tGread controls,
even the tricky cuts can be set up
and made with confldence.

Extensions provide capacity
for proiects both large and snrall
From ornate crown molding to a
huge backyard deck, make precise
adjustments with ease & confidence.

Avai lable at Sears, Sears Hardware,
and the Craftsman Catalog

at 800-437-9686

SEARS

talking back

page I of issue 135. You state that the
weight of green Douglas fir is 8.216
pounds per board foot. lf this were true,
then a cubic foot of green Douglas fir
would weigh 98.59 pounds, about the
same as a cubic foot of bricks, and
would float just about as well.

The Textbook of Wood Technology
lists the average weight of green
Douglas fir as 38 pounds per cubic foot
or 3.16 pounds per board foot. An 8'
diameter 32' log containing 14,560
board feet would weigh 46,009 pounds,
a fairly easy load for an 18-wheel log-
ging truck.

-Herm Finkbeiner, Executive Secretary,
Northeastern Woodworkers Association, Rertord, N.Y

Nettlesome nets
We've had several calls alerting us to
inconsistencies in the net bag listed in
the Buying Guide for the landing net fea-
tured in issue 133. Our pattern shows
locations for 44 net bag loop holes in the
frame. Readers have received nets with

anywhere from
43 to 48 loops.
The supplier has
no control over
this situation, so
readers are
advised to count
the loops on their
net bags, and
adjust the num-
ber and location
of the loop holes.

An amps oops
In the issue 136 drill-press review, we mis-
stated the amperage of the Jet JDPL7-MF
as l4/7 amps at I10n20 volts. The correct
rating is 9/4.5 amps at I10220 volts.

A blast frorn the past
This is the first time l've ever written to a
magazine, but I just had to congratulate
you on the great idea for using magnetic
switches (instead of toggle switches) on
your dustcollector blast gates (issue 120,Where else?-
1 0 WOOD magazine March 2002

Tips from Your Shop and Ours). lt really
deserved the prize for Top Shop Tip.

But I think I've done it one better.
Instead of making part of the blast gates
out of 1/q" plwood, mine are made com-
pletely from inexpensive PVC pipe. I slit
a short section, heated it to about 280" F
in our kitchen oven, then simply flat-
tened it into sheets. After that, it was
easy to cut the sheets to size, and glue
them together to make my gates.

-Steve May, Prairieville, La.

Thanks, Steve, for reminding us what a
malleable material PVC pipe really is.

Write Us!
Do you have comments, criticisms, sugges-
tions, or maybe even a compliment specifically
relating to an article that appearedin W00h
magazine? Please write to:

Talking Back
W00D magazine
1716 Locust St., GA310
Des Moines, lA 5Gf{19-3m3

or e-mail us at talkingback@mdp.com.
Due to the volume of letters and e-mails we
receive, we only can respond to and publish
those of the greatest interest to our readers.



urhere safety begins

stay on guard
against'
kickfracL
Simp1e strategies
help ]rou play it safe.

il ll spinning saws can kick back.

tl And, boy, does it happen quick-
It -ly! To protect yourself,learn the
causes of kickback and counter them with
safe work habits. You'll reduce the
chances of kickback happening-but if it
does, you'll be out of harm's way.

What causes kickback?
Pinching is the most common cu$rit. If
the saw kerf closes in on the blade so that
it can't spin freely, something has to give.
Depending on what kind of tablesaw
you're using, either the tool jumps or the
wood flies in the direction of the saw
blade's rotation.

On a tablesaw, the wood's direction is
straight back at you. On a radial-arm saw,
it's snaight at you when ripping and away
from you when crosscutting. When using
a handheld circular saw or a chainsaw. the
saw itself can leap toward you.

Serious injuries can result in these situa-
tions. Avoid that danger by following
these safety rules.

Stationary saw
safety strategies
Always stand slightly to the outside edge
of the board when you're ripping on a
tablesaw. That keeps you out of the direct
line of kickback. If you're feeding the
workpiece by hand, your hand can slip
forward toward the blade when the board
kicks out. So use a pushstick made of soft
plastic, or a properly shaped piece of

wood, and keep it out of the
blade's path. Don't pull the
workpiece from the back side
of the tablesaw-a kickback
can yank your hand right into
the blade.

To avoid tablesaw kick-
back, keep the kerf open with
a splitter<ither a commer-
cial version or one built intd
a homemade table insert.
Most tablesaws also come
with anti-kickback pawls;
those metal teeth that prevent the work-
piece from sliding backward. Keep them
installed on the saw. Make sure each piece
of wood, whether it's a long board, wide
sheet, or something in benveen, has ade-
quate support all the way through the saw-
blade. When making a bevel cut, keep
your miter gauge or pushstick on the
opposite side of the blade's high point.

When you're using a radial-arm saw,
again, don't stand in line with the board
when ripping. Keep your hands out of the
line of cut at the infeed side, and don't
reach around the blade.

Be patient
with portable saws
Kickback often occurs when you're cut-
ting large sheets of material. If you let the
sheet droop down, the kerf can close and
pinch the blade as you near the end of the
cut. Keep your hands and body out of the
line of cut. Always maintain a firm grip

This is the way to play defense against tablesaw kickback.
Stand at the outside edge of the board, use a proper push-
stick and featherboard, and keep your splitter and anti-
kickback pawls in place.

on the saw. And don't sftetch so far over
the workpiece that you're left in an awk-
ward, unbalanced position.

Remember, too, that big sheets need
wide, solid support all the way around, in
the form of a workbench or well-made
stands with rollers. Don't replace such
support with a human helper. You won't
find a helper who can keep your work as
steady as a workbench.

Dontt let
a chainsaw loose
When you cut with the bottom edge of the
chain bar, the saw pulls away from you.
That's good. But when you cut with the
top edge the saw wants to come at you.
The most hazardous cutting spot of all is
the top curve of the bar's nose. Using that
point almost guarantees a kickback.

Hold the chainsaw with both hands, and
wear safety glasses or goggles. A full face
shield is even better.jl
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Behind the screen: Don
Sindledecker, WOOD
Talk Host-at-Largte
A lot of the credit for the success of our
online discussion groups goes to our hosts.
These experienced woodworkers offer
advice and direct visitors to information
available on our various sites, in WOOD
magazine issues, and other sources. They
also monitor each discussion group to
help us ensure the postings are appropriate
and relevant.

When he's not
working with
wood or on
the web, Don
Sindledecker
enjoys spend-
ing t ime on
the water.

Go to www.woodmagazine.com, click
on WOOD Talk, and on WOOD Talk
Home. Click the Meet Our Hosts link to
learn about people like Don Sindledecker,
Host-at-Large.

Don is Service Manager for a marine
service company in Ketchikan, Alaska.
Because dried hardwood is scarce there, he
builds a lot of small projects, and pursues
other hobbies, such as sailing, fishing, and
computers. Don enjoys his hosting duties
and helping people find the woodworking
information they need. He thinks the free
exchange of information is the best part of
the discussion groups. "I have found that
there are usually several ways to come to
the same end," Don says. "Most of the
time I find others' posts and answers to be
answers to many of my own questions." Q

Ilree serm,inars irrst orre click away
Every issue of WOODv magazine is packed full of tips, projects, and techniques to help
you become a better woodworker. Whether you subscribe or buy the magazine off the
newsstand, you get a lot of information for a linle bit of money. But at WOOD MALLo
we have a deal that's even better: FREE woodworkins seminars.

Just point your browser
to www.woodmall.com
and click on Free
Seminars. You'll find a
new seminar every
month on subjects rang-
ing from tool tuning to
carving. Clear photos
and easy-to-understand
text help you learn some-
thing new or brush up on
old skills. While you're
there, take a look at our
selection of other semi-

Free woodworking seminars at WOOD MALL will help
improve your skills in many areas, such as setting up
your machines for peak performance.

nars you can download for
just a few bucks each.

Discrrssion groups offer arrswers and advice
When woodworkers aren't in their shops, they spend a lot of time talking about wood-
working. That's the idea behind the WOOD Talk section at WOOD ONLINEo. Here,
you'll find a dozen discussion groups where you can ask questions and offer your
advice on woodworking topics, such as finishing, woodturning, and tool buying.

Go to www.woodmagazine.com, click on WOOD Talk in the left-hand navigation
bar, then on WOOD Talk Home in the drop-down menu.

Learn rnore aborrt lrrrnber
Pick the right wood for every project and calculate how much you need using our free
Lumber Sizing Chart at www.woodmagazine.com. It contains valuable information
on the uses and characteris-
tics of 21 common woods.
Plus, there's a handy chart
that explains the basics of
lumber grading and shows
the board-foot content for a
wide range of board sizes.

From the magazine site
(above) click on WOOD
MAGAZINE. and on FREE
Charts in the menu.

J " t f i r - d a i r t d t l
E : - . & l r y  h  h t b ! . , .  i i l  b r  r .
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router bit review

lceyhole frit
Go wireless when hanging pictures and

plaques. With the right bit, a plunge

router, and our simple-to-use template,

you'Il master keyhole slots in minutes.

f it's made of wood, and you want to

wall-mount it, call on a keyhole bit

for the job. Unlike sawtooth hangers

Our simple router template helps you make long keyhole slots,
such as the slot shown above. or short slots. as shown below.

or the old wire-over-nail method, keyhole

slots capture the head of a screw driven

part way into the wall, so you can firmly

affix a picture frame, plaque, clock, or

bracketed shelf without fear of it falling.

And, without eyelets or hangers to
get in the way, your workpiece hugs
the wall.

A typical keyhole bit has a major
diameter (the size of the screw-entry
hole) of 3/t", and a minor diameter
(the width of the visible slot) of %0".
For heavy workpieces requiring larg-
er screws, some manufacturers also
sell a t/2" major-diameter bit that
leaves a /+" visible slot.

As you plunge the bit into your
workpiece, it first creates the screw-

entry hole. Movin-9 the router with the bit

lowered plows an inverled T-shaped slot

to capture the screw head.

Up and down
or side to side?
Depending on the size and nature of the

wall-hanging, yoLl can cut keyhole slots

either vertically (with the screw-entry

hole at the bottom) or horizontally. As

a rule of thumb. use a horizontal slot

for small, flat items that require only

one screw for hanging. That allows you

to slide the item side to side until it bal-

ances and hangs straight. Cut the slot

near the top of the workpiece

and t/z-l" on both sides of the

center l ine.

Small weight-bearing pieces,

such as the shelf shown at right,

benefit from a short. verlical

slot. Make certain your slot is perfectly

centered, though, or the piece may not

hang level.

For larger and heavier workpieces, use

two or more slots. A picture frame hung

from the center of its top rail tends to sag

under its own weight, but a vertical key-

hole slot in each stile of the picture fi'ame

places the burden on these verlical frame

members. To ensure that the frame hangs

straight, both keyhole slots must end the

same distance from the top of the frame,

and the screws in the wall must be both

level and the exact same distance apaft as

the slots in the frame.

Cortirtuetl ort lnge I8
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router bit review

For long wall hangings, such as a brack-
eted shelf, where you want to make sure
your mounting screws bite into a wall
stud, we recornmend a pair (or more) of
long horizontal slots. Find the mounting
location, drive the screws into the wall,
then mark the screw locations on the back
of ttre workpiece. Roughly center a long
keyhole slot at each screw location, with
all slots pointing in the same direction.
With 8"-long slots, you can shift the
workpiece up to 4" in either direction until
it looks right.

Keep it straight,
keep it even
If a horizontal keyhole slot runs downhill,
or if a pair of vertical slots don't start and
stop on the level, your workpiece will be
out of kilter. So we came up with a simple
template, shown onpage 16,to make sure
that doesn't happen.

Our template requires ash" gluide bush-
ing (Porter-Cable part no. 42046), but you
can use a different size. Just adjust the slot
width accordingly. If your bushing pro-
ffudes more than V+" beyond the router's
base, you'llhave to file or grind it down
to length.

To make the template, fust lay out the
start and end points (the slot-index marks)
of your slots on the hardboard with long,
bold lines. You'll use these index marks
for alignment purposes later. With a s/s"

Forstner bit loaded in your drill press, and
a fence set 2" from the center of the
chuck, bore a hole centered on each of
your layout lines. Don't move the fence
when you're done.

Now remove the waste between the
holes. For the short slot, we drilled a
series of overlapping holes with the
Forstner bit, then filed the edges of the
slot smooth; for the long slot, we used a
s/s" sftaight bit in our router table.

Finally, chuck aVc" bitin your drill
press, then bore and clean out the dust-
relief slots. To use the template, follow
the photos and instructions at right. Q

Written by Dave Campbellwith Ghuck Hedtund
lllustrations: Tim Cahill
Photographs: Baldwin Photography

I Martr the slot
Locate the keyhole slot by drawing a long center-
line on your workpiece. Measure and mark the
bottom end of the keyhole slot, as shown, with a
short perpendicular line.

2 tndex the ternplate
Align the short line with the slot-
index marks on the template, and
center the long line in the dust-
relief slots. Clamp the template to
the workpiece, and set your
plunge router's depth stop so the
bit wiff feave 7'r/g-V15'r-llrisfi
shoulder above the keyhole slot.

Master keyhole slots in forrr easy steps

3 Rorrt the slot
With the guide bushing at the bottom of
the slot (as the workpiece will hang) and
the router on, plunge the bit into the work-
piece. Guide it to the other end, backing
the bit out frequently to clear dust.

4 Retrrove the ternplate
After finishing the cut, turn the router off
and back it completely out of the cut. lf
you're going to hang the piece from two
fasteners, mark the other slot and repeat
the process.

1 8 WOOD magazine March 2002



askwood
Answers to your questions from letters,
e-mails. and W00D ONL|NEo

Dontt let good
uarnisfr go bad
n What's the best way to store

!| bftover polyurethane or shetlac
between coats and between projects?

-Paul Johnson. via woodonline.com

il Paul, every woodworker hates to
r'il reopen a can of tinish and find
that it has "skinned over." Fortunately,
it's not difficult to make your finishing
products last longer. Gene Hoyas, brand
manager for clear finishes at William

Zinsser and Company, says the key is
to keep oxygen away from

tech way to solve the oxygen problem is
to use Bloxygen, a spray product that
replaces air with nitrogen, carbon diox-
ide, and argon. One container will han-
dle 75 one-quart cans, and costs $8.95
from the Woodworker's Supply catalog.
Call 800/645-9292 and order item num-
ber 914-785.

Some other options cost almost noth-
ing. For example, cut a piece of wax
paper into a circle the same diameter as
the inside of the can, and float it on the
remaining liquid. Or, pour the leftover
liquid into the smallest available jar or
bottle-made of glass or a plastic that's
not affected by solvent-or use a col-
lapsible plastic container, and make it as
small as possible. Woodworker's Supply
carries 32-ounce collapsible bottles,
priced at $9.99 for a package of three
(item number 910-207). Store the con-
tainer in a cool, dry, dark place. Sunlight
harms shellac by heating it, while the light
itself can affect some types of varnish.

-{t'00Do magazine

Osage orarrge
is a wood of

e*trernes

ence with this kind of wood. What can I
expect when I work with it?

.Dean St. Clair, Salesville,0hio

il Expect an extremely hard wood
I'll that's tough on your tools' cutting
edges, Dean. However, it's also
extremely resistant to insects, decay,
shrinking, and swelling.
We checked with someone who has a

boatload of first-hand knowledge about
Osage orange' s characteristics-Drew

Osage
orange

McMullen of Chestertown, Maryland,
who directed the building of the Sultana,
a 97' replica of an l8th-century
schooner. Drew told us that the builders
went out to the Osage orange hedgerows
of Maryland and harvested trees that
matched the curve they needed for the
ship's ribs. They found the logs difficult
to work because of cracks in the middle
and because it was so hard on the saw-
blades. "We ran a piece through a band-
saw after dark, and you could see sparks
because the silica content is so high,"
Drew said.

You'll also have to cut precise joints
and clamp carefully if you glue Osage
orange because its density prevents glue
from "grabbing" easily. On the other
hand, you can form crisp details if you
turn Osage orange on a lathe.

Finally, if you receive freshly-cut
Osage orange, you'll find nice yellows
and oranges in the heartwood-but
expect the wood to fade to a nondescript
brown in a matter of months.

-{lr/00D magazine

for a srrlooth finislr,
Irerets the rult

1|f I sometimes get dust nibs in the

Y lacquer or urethane finishes
that I spray on my proiects. I've heard
that a final rubbing with #0000 steel
wool and a lubricant will remove those
nibs without atfecting the semi-gloss
sheen. Which lubricant should I use for
the best results?

-William Young, Wynnde[ 8.C., Canada
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M,tr
il Choosing a lubricant is easy, Bill,

I']l Dut vou can t ruD a'nlsn wlmout
losing some of the sheen. Finishing
expert Bob Flexner says you can use
mineral spirits, mineral oil, or soapy
water as the lubricant-experiment with
them and pick the one you prefer. You'Il
cut quickly with water, more slowly
with oil or mineral spirits. But when you
remove those nibs with sandpaper, steel
wool, or any other abrasive that's
aggressive enough to do the job, you
dull the sheen by putting tiny scratch
marks into the finish. You can return to
the sheen you want by rubbing with
finer and finer abrasives.
Bob recommends this sequence for rub-

bing out your finish: Get rid of the nibs
by sanding very lightly with 600-grit
wet/dry sandpaper, lubricated with min-
eral oil. Then rub with #0000 steel wool
and mineral oil to produce a satin sheen.
If you want a glossier look than that, use
a sequence of rubbing compounds, and
stop when you reach your goal. Many
woodworkers rely on pumice and rotten-
stone for rubbing out, but rubbing com-
pounds give you more choices. You can
order J.E. Moser's coarse (item number
957-909), medium (957-916), and fine
(951-923) rubbing compounds from the
Woodworker's Supply catalog by calling
800/645-9292. They come in 1.65-pound
cans, priced at $14.99 apiece.

Or, you could use Abralon abrasive
pads instead of rubbing compounds.
Manufactured by Mirka, these pads

come in a range of fine grits, and are
designed to be used on a random-orbit
sander without lubricants. They're also
available from Woodworker's Supply, at
grits from 180 (item number 928-165) to
4,000 (number 928-154). The price is

$16.79 for a single-grit pack of five 6"
hook-and-loop pads.

{V00Do magazine

Got a question?
lf you're looking for an answer to a woodworking
question, write to Ask W000,1716 Locust St.,
GA 310, Des Moines, lA 50309-3U3 or send us
an e-mail at askwood@mdp.com. fur immedi-
ate feedback from your fellow woodworkers, post
your question 0n one of our discussion groups at
rvww.woodonline.com.

When the Sawdust Settles:.':'r"
Premium Quality ZAR@ Rises Above the Rest! ." ;

lyThettrer you're creating your own masterpiece or want to give new Iife to a treasured family

W heirloom only ttre best wood stain will do. ZAR Wood Stain is formulated using only the finest

ingredients. ZAR Wood Stain's controlled penetration formula allows you to work at your own pace,

ZAR wipes on easily and penetrates evenly for uniform color tone without streals, lapmarls or e

blotches. ZAR Wood Stain's extra rich formula makes it ideal for all types of wood; from Oak to

Aspen to Poplar to Pine wittr
beautifrrl results every time. So
whether yos'fe a professional or

qe'' iust want professional looking

",irffitlls 
- use ZARWood Stains and

ZAR Wood Stain wipes on evenly. ZAR's controlled penetration allows
Its controlled penetration gives you to apply the same stain to

you a uniform color tone different species ofwood and get
without streak or lap marks. matching color tones.

ffffff
ZAR Other Brands Match ColorTone on

Wipes on Leave Uneven, DifferentKinds ofwoods.
Evenlyl Blotchy Color

Tone.

.,For,afree brochure and the name of
your nearest dealer call l#nz-lHE,
or visit us at www.ugl.com.

www.woodonline.com
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furniture repair shop

Start-to-finish, here's how
one heirloom was saved.

enior Design
Editor Kevin
Boyle found

this ideal restoration
candidate in his par-
ents' basement. It's a
marble-topped,
Eastlake table that
had been charred,
broken, and generally
mugged by the pas-
sage of time.

The photos here
show what Kevin did to restore its original
glory. The work required a few hours, and
an assortment of woodworking skills, but
not many specialized tools or materials.

With a nod to Public Television's The
Antiques Roadshow, we'll caution you
against using epoxy or sanding away the
wood's patina if you're dealing with a
valuable antique. But most old pieces of
furniture, such as the one shown here,
don't have any great monetary value. Fix
them up, and enjoy them.

,r, Kevin disassembled the table (for
details on taking apart dowel joints,

see issue 132, page 24). Then he tackled
the center post, which had split in two. He
sanded both halves of the break on adhe-

sive-backed

sandpaper

pressed flat on the
workbench. He

reassembled it, using Titebond
Dark Wood Glue so that the glue

line would blend in with the walnut. To
hold the assembly while the glue dried, he
clamped a bicycle inner tube on the
squared end, wrapped the tube tightly
around the post, and clamped the other
end. He sanded the old finish off of the
pieces as thoroughly as possible.
''!; One leg was split at the bottom end
'r.,,,:t'whefe fire damage had weakened the
wood. Kevin chiseled the area flat and
square, then smoothed it with sandpaper.
To avoid rounding the inside corner, he
put two pieces of self-adhesive sandpaper
on adjoining faces of a wood block, rather
than wrapping sandpaper around it. He
found a piece of walnut similar to the leg
in grain and color, cut it slightly larger
than the opening, as shown here, glued it
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in place with dark glue, and clamped it.
Later, he bandsawed the patch to shape,
and matched the coves on the front of the
leg by filing and sanding.

When it came time to re-drill the cast-
er hole in the repaired leg, Kevin got

good results with this Stanley doweling
jig. He adjusted it to match the remaining
portion of the original hole, and installed a
bushing of the needed diameter. The
appropriate twist bit and an electric drill
created a new hole without wandering off
course. Any good doweling jig will serve
the purpose.

Again relying on dark glue, Kevin re-
attached the legs to the center post

with new dowels. He made sure it was
sitting squarely on all four feet, then

www.woodonline.com 23

clamped the assembly with band clamps.
After a couple of coats of General
Finishes' Satin Royal Finish, four new
casters completed this phase of the
restoration. The casters were part number
AG-02002612 from Van Dyke's
Restorers, priced at $6.99 apiece. Call
800/558-1234.

A good rubbing with wet/dry sandpa-
per and water cleaned rust stains and

smoke residue from the white marble top.
Kevin started with 400 grit, worked
through a couple more stages, and fin-
ished up with 1,200 grit. Finally, he
applied a coat of Minwax paste wax to the
marble, as shown in Photo 5a. cl

Photographs: Baldwin Photography;
D.E. Smith Photography

g
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great ideasfor your shop

zeto-clearance
G/Josscut sled
Ditch the miter gauge to
increase the accuracy of
your benchtop tablesaw.

f you have zero tolerance for tear-out
and inaccurate cuts, you'll enjoy the
results you get with this zero-

clearance crosscut sled designed by
WOODa magazine reader Dan Pacht. He
uses the sled to increase the precision of
his benchtop tablesaw. It replaces the
wobbly miter gauge, and reduces tear-out
by closing the gap in the saw's wide-open
throat plate. You also could modify the
sled for use with a stationary tablesaw.

Start by cutting a Vq" hardboard base to
size. Now square the edges of apine2x4,
ripping it to 3" wide. From it, cut two
24"-longpieces, and glue and screw them
together to form an L-shaped fence assem-
bly. Then glue it to the hardboard base.

Next, make a pafu of hardwood runners
to fit your miter-gauge slots. The runners
should fit snugly but still be able to slide.

Place the runners into their slots and run
a small bead of glue along each one where
the sled's base will cover them. Center the
base/fence assembly side-to-side on your
saw's table. Square the sled's fence to the
saw blade by placing a framing square
against the fence face and along the face
of the blade. Allow the glue to dry.

Drill countersunk pilot holes in the base,
and drive screws through it into the run-
ners. Turn the sled over, and screw each
runner into the base/fence assembly. Add
a screw eye at one end of the fence so the
sled can hang when not in use.
Note: This sled is designedfor s/t"-thick

stock. To safely cut thicker stock, add a
I t/zx3x4" block behind the fence, aligned
with the saw l<erf, to encase the blade.

Finally, make the optional stopblock if
you wish, and you're ready to go. Simply
place the runners into the slots, and raise
your blade lVq" above the saw table.
Glide the sled forward until the top of the

#8 x 1" F.H.
wood screw

blade cuts into the fence, then back out of
the cut. Now crosscut your workpiece.ll
Written by Robert Settich
Project design: Dan Pacht
lllustration: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
Photograph: Baldwin Photography

ZERO.CLEARANCE CROSSCUT SLED
s/sz" shank hole, countersunk
3lq x 11/+ x 3" stock #4 x3la" F.H. wood screw

in a 1/ro" countersunk hole

#8 x21lz" F.H. wood screw

#8 x 11/a" F.H. wood screw in a3lez" countersunk hole
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Helping

sho

5/ro" hole in fence

ti

ter hole aligns with the center of the dril l-
press chuck.

Each stopblock is made from a scrap
of hardwood into which I 've inserted a
carriage bolt. The t/+" dowels mate with
the fence holes, so if I need a hole in a
workpiece 4s/+" from the end, l install the
stopblock in the appropriate fence holes
and turn the carriage bolt unti l i t 's 47+"
from the center of the bit. Tightening the
wing nut against the T-nut locks the car-
riage bolt f irmly in place.

Those are the basics, but now here's
where it gets good. I make a separate

adjustable stopblock for each
dril l ing operation, and write
the part and fence-hole loca-
tion on each stopblock. That
way, I can set up a stopblock
instantly for any of the holes I
dr i l l  regular ly.

I 've now adapted this sys- .
tem all over my shop, using '
similar task-specific stop- .
blocks and indexed fence
holes on my mitersaw, router i
table, radial-arm saw, and i
panel-cutting sled. These i
simple l itt le stops have saved i
me a lot of setup time. i

_ -Jim Maw, Kleinburg,)nt. ;

winner

You won't catch Jim Maw resting on
his laurels in retirement. You're more
likely to find our Top Shop Tip winner
gardening, kayaking, bicycling, or hik-
ing. In fact, Jim and Orma, his wife of
47 years, recently spent some time hik-
ing in Costa Rica.

Between adventures, Jim also
squeezes in a little woodworking. "I
don't consider myself a great crafts-
man," he says modestly. "I think I
spend more time coming up with ideas
than actually working." Well, Jim, if
they're all as good as your Top Shop
Tip, at left,keep sending 'em in, and
we'll keep printing 'em.

you work faster, smarter, and safer

Muftiple stops
for instant setrrps
Even though I'm retired, I sti l l  make die
boxes for the pdnting company I used to
work for. These boxes store the label-
cutting dies, and making them requires a
lot of repetit ive dri l l ing and machining. So
I came up with a fence-and-stopblock
system that works on my dril l  press and
other machinery.

I built an auxil iary table for my dril l
press with T-slots, as shown in the bof-
fom drawing, to adjust the fence forward
and back. In my shop-made fence, I
dri l led a series of t/q" holes spaced at 1"
intervals along the entire fence. The cen-

: Top Shop Tip,
I Jim wins a DeWalt
: DW987K-2 18-volt
r drill/driver kit.

Thanks for your
help, Jim!

for carriage bolt

Tell us how you've solved a workshop
puzzler, and we'll send you $75 if we
print your solution. And, if your tip is
chosen as the Top Shop Tip of the
issue, you'll also win a tool prize
worth at least $250.

Send your best tips, along with pho-
tos or illustrations and your daytime
telephone number, to: Shop Tips,
WOODa Magazine,lT16 Locust St.,
GA-310, Des Moines,IA 50309-3023.
Or post your suggestions on our Top
Shop Tip discussion group at
www.woodonline.com.

Because we try to publish only origi-
nal tips, please send your tips only to
WOOD magazine. So.ry, but we can't
return vour materials.

1/n x 5" carriage
bolt, washer,
and knob

7+" medium-
density
fiberboard

Continued on page 28
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shop tips

Dontt uraste carrlk,
rltrrap that rascal!
Over the years, I 've tried every trick
known to mankind to preserve a partially
used tube of  caulk:  p lugging the t ip wi th
a screw or nai l ,  capping i t  wi th a wire
nut, even using the caps that sometimes
come with the tube. None of these meth-
ods seal well enough to preserve the
contents for more than a few days. So,
here's my contr ibut ion to mankind.

Go to an electronics store, and ask for
a roll of coaxial-connector sealant tape
(Radio Shack part no. 278-1645,
www.radioshack.com). After wiping the
excess caulk from the tip of the tube,
pinch a short  length of  th is gummy, pl i -
able tape over the tip, as shown below.

The tape is elastic enough to provide a
good seal and tacky enough to keep its
gr ip on the tube's plast ic t ip.  I 've even
reused a piece of tape on occasion.
(Al though, at  only $3 for a 5 rol l  of  the
stuff, it 's really not necessary. I 've more
than recovered that cost after only a
tube or two of caulk saved.)

-Nick )rth, Hartford, Wis., via W00D )NLINE:
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Filing systern for files
In my tool chest, I have one drawer that
I have dedicated to fi les and rasps.
Unfortunately, every time I opened the
drawer, the tools tended to rub against
one another,  making them dul l .

To prevent this, I made a simple stor-
age rack, shown below, from a scrap of

1x4 stock. The rack stands the tools up
on edge so that the abrasive faces can't
touch each other. And, by alternating the
direction of the handles, I found that the
fi les and rasps take up half the space
they did before.

-Paul Neuman, Hanover, )nt.

Hang tern high ;
and let tern dry i
During a recent remodeling project, I i
had 22 pieces of 8'-long molding to i
clear-finish. Instead of laying them out :
on sawhorses to dry, which has previ- i
ously left me with dust nibs in the i
polyurethane finish, I decided to hang it ;
up for the day (the molding, that is). .

I started by making a drying rack from i
aa/+x3" strip of scrapwood about 4' long. i
Using my tablesaw, I cut a 1/q" groove Va' ,
deep along the length of the rack, as
shown in the drawing at right. I then set i
my tablesaw blade for a 1tl+"-deep cut, i
and cut kerfs spaced every inch along i
the rack. Finally, I screwed the drying i
rack to a ceil ing joist in my shop. j

Before applying finish to the molding, I
tacked a 3d box nail into the end of each
piece. I then brushed on the finish and
hung the molding strips on the drying
rack. (The shank of the nail f i ts into the
kerf on the drying rack, and the groove
holds the nailhead to keep the molding
from sl id ing out.)

Hanging the molding whi le i t  dr ies
leaves no horizontal surfaces to catch
dust, and I ended up with very few nibs
in the finish. As a big bonus, all of that
molding took up l itt le space in my shop
whi le i t  dr ied.

-Dan Theisen, Racine, Wis.

Cut saw
kerfs
into 1/q"

cross
groove.

Continued on page -Jo

Saw
kerfs

A

r*H
l"
#8 x 11/z
F.H.
wood-

7a" OIOOV€
/e" ileep f
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shop tips

Like having an e*tra set
Woodworkers usually work alone, but
there are times-such as when trying to
assemble large casework-when we just
need someone (or something) to help

of lrands
hold things together. I made a set of
scrapwood work holders, shown below,
that have proved invaluable in my shop.
Essentially, they're small versions of a

doormaker's jig, with a base and two
uprights. Prop a panel up on edge in the
middle of a base, and slide the uprights
together to hold it while you align, glue,
and screw.

Reversing and centering the uprights
on a holder gives you a 90' cradle that
is 45' off-perpendicular. I use a set of
the holders in this configuration when
working on the face of a corner cabinet,
as they keep the cabinet in a front-up
position.

-J am es Le Maste r, M afti n sbu rg, W. Va.

You'll find more great Shop Tips
throughout every issue of WOODo
magazine. Look for boxes like this
one nestled among the project and
technique articles.

#8x1Vz" F.H. wood screw

3/cx7 x 10" plywood

Vzxl?/a x 7" plywood

WOOD magazine March 2002
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workshop savrry

Building an outdoor project? Using an oily type of wood?

Check this chart before you reach for the adhesive.

fffi t-,. kindergarren teacher staned

ffi yoLr otf with paste. You ntoved on
&' throueh rubber cement and all-

plupose white glLre. By now, yoLl probably
have tried several other adhesives-but it
isn't always easy to figure out which type
is best fbr a particr-rlar job.

To help you choose the ri-eht glue, we
developed the chart below. Stock these

basic types of adhesives in yor"rr work-

shop, or most of them, learn their charac-

teristics, and you'll be ready fbr anythin_e.

To keep your elues fresh and effbctive.

buy quanti t ies that you' l l  use up in l2

months and write the purchase date on the

label. Also, keep them out of temperature

extremes.lF

Photographs: Baldwin Photography

I 

Yellour & Type ll

Two-part
epoxy

Contact
cement

Standard: 3
to 5 minutes
Type ll: 3
minutes

20 minutes

Both types: Dried
squeeze-out left on wood
will show up under
stains and topcoats

Amber-colored types
produce a tan glue line
that blends well with
most woods

Resists stains, but will
take paint and other film
coatings

Standard:$4.50 for
16 oz.
Type ll: $5.50 for
16 oz.

$10 for B oz.

Slow type: $25 for
1 quart of resin,
$17 for 1 pint of
hardener
Fast type: $1'l for
one-half pint

$13 for .l quart

Titebond's "Extend"
versions otfer longer
assembly time; Type ll
is water-resistant, not
waterproof

Water-resistant, not
waterproof; shelf life is
relatively short after
you open the container

You can machine the
joint immediately, but
avoid stressing it for 24
to t[8 hours

Slow versions develop
much more strength
than fast ones

Made from synthetic
rubber, never becomes
as hard as glues

Thicker types are more
versatile; wear goggles
to protect your eyes,
use acetone to remove
CA from skin

You can make your own
with granular hide glue,
water, and a pot that
will heat the mixture to
140 degrees

Can react with lacquer to $100 for Titebond
"blister" at the glue line system; $6 to $B

for refills

L

Tr

Cyanoacrylate (CA), or Assembting smal, hard-
"super glue" to-clamp pieces; f i l l ing

small cracks (along with
sawdust)

Don't use for veneer; fin-
ishing solvents will break
it down

Will resist stains and fin- $l0 for 2 oz
ishes, so clean up the
joint carefully

$5 for B oz.

choose the

dqht
ues

Use standard yellow glue
for most indoor projects,
Type ll for most outdoor
projects

0ily woods, outdoor
projects, or joining
non-porous materials

Joints that are
difficult to clamp;
joints with slight gaps

Joining different
materials, or filling gaps
without losing strength

Bonding laminates to
large, flat surfaces

Both types: Solids can
settle to the bottom,
so stir or shake
before using

Cures faster with
moisture added, so
lightly mist or wipe
the surfaces with
water before gluing

Hold the joint for 30 to 30 to 6C
60 seconds, depend- seconds
ing on $pe used; no
clamping needed

Spread in a thick Slow type:
layer, use light clamp- t hour
ing pressure Fast type:

1 minute

Pieces adhere 30 minutes
immediately and to 3 hours
can't be adjusted

Stafis to harden 5 seconds
immediately, so hold
the parts in place
instead of clamping

Liquid (cold)
hide glue

4

Authentic restoration
of antiques, or making
joints that will be
reversible with water or
alcohol

You'll have several
minutes to make
adjustments and set
clamps

You can tint it with ani-
line dye before using to
match the color of the
finished wood

30 minutes
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efore desi-ening this project, we

turned to the horticulture experts
at ollr sister publication, Better

Hotrtes uncl Gurclerts@ magazine. They

told us what gardener-friendly features

to bLri ld into the pott ing bench. A tough

top and easy waste disposal were priori-

ties. so we incorporated a galvanized-

metal work surf'ace with a handy waste

disposal opening over a plastic garbage

can. We also added plastic storage bins

concealed by doors, a tool rack and

overhead shelf. plus wheels and a han-

dle to make the whole setup mobile.

You can see these features in the photos

and in Drawing 5 on page 38.
We built our bench from rot-resistant

cypress, purchasing random-width 414

and 8/4 boards and cutting them to the

sizes listed. We chose cypress because
we found clear, defecrfree boards at our
local lumber supplier for about the same
price as western red cedar. But, to give
you options, we sized the pafts so yoll

can build the bench from cedar or pres-

sure-treated lumber available in standard
dimensional sizes ( lx and 2x stock).

Begin try brrilding trryo
frarne assernblies

Cut the four frame fi'onts/backs (A)

and the eight frame cross members
(B) to the lengths listed in the Materials
List and shown on Drawing 1.

wvyw.woodonline.com

Note: If ),ou use dimensional lwnber,

crosscLtt these pieces to lertgth.

Othervvise, !-oLt'll need to rip pieces to

width, as vvell. To avoid splitting the

lumber, drill holes for all screws.
Form two frame assemblies (A/B)

by driving lt/z" deck screws through

the frame fronts/backs (A) into the cross
members (B), where shown in Drawing
1. Set aside one of the assemblies and the

two extra frame cross members for now.

Cut four pieces of frame decking (C)

to the size shown in the Materials

List. Then align two pieces of the deck-

ing (C) with the fl'ont and back edges and

the ends of one frame assembly (A/B),

and screw the pieces in place. Add the

remaining two pieces of frame decking

with equal gaps between their edges.

This assembly (A/B/C) will become the

lower carcase frame.
The upper carcase frame gets addi-

tional bracing around the waste

disposal opening. Cut two supports (D)

to size. Screw the two remaining frame

cross members (B) to the supports,
where shown in Drawing 1a. Don't

mount this assembly (B/D) to the upper

frame (A/B) yet.

Make sorne strrrdy legs
Mark the length of the back legs (E)
and use a compass to lay out the 3%"

radius at the upper end of each leg, where

l! cnncASE DETATL
TOP VIEW

shown in Drawing 1. Cut the radius on
each leg using a jigsaw, then sand to the
line. Then cut the front legs (F) to length.

Mark the vertical and horizontal
location of the upper and lower

frame assemblies on the legs, where
shown on Drawing 1. Referring to
Drawing la, you'll see that the edge of
the back legs extends 1/+" past the rear
of the frames and that the front legs are
7+" forward of the frames.

To make assembly easier, cut two
scrapwood spacers to 3/+xlt/+x36".

Lay the spacers on edge on the floor so
they supporl the upper and lower frames
(A/B). Align frames with the marks on
the legs, and clamp them into place.
Attach the legs as shown in Photo A to
make the carcase assembly.

w\ *w"
Dril l  countersunk shank and pi lot holes,
then drive 2" deck screws through the
frame assemblies into the legs.
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countersunk with a 1Vz,

7gz" shank holes,
countersunk with
3/sz' pi lot holes
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Add the back, ends,
and bottorn skirt
',, 

Cut the plywood back (G) to size.
,, Place the carcase assembly face-

down on the floor, and align the edge of
the back (G) with the edge of the frame
back (A) in the upper frame assembly.
Using 1" deck screws spaced about 6"
apart, attach the back to the frame
assemblies, where shown in Drawing 2.

'.'Cut 
the 10 end boards (H) to size,

I I then ease their outer edges with sand-
paper or a Vt" round-over bit. Align the
end boards' upper ends with the top of
the upper frame assembly (A/B), and
leave equal spaces between them. Attach
the end boards, as shown in Drawing 2
and Photo B. Rest the carcase on its end
to drive screws into the lower ends.
' -. Attach the support assembly (BlD)

' you set aside earlier to the upper
frame, where shown in Drawing 1a.

36

i- 1t/+" deck screw

1t/+" deck screw

Cut the bottom skirt (I) to size, and
mark the radius near each end. where

shown on Drawing 2. Connect the tops of
the radii with a straight line. Cut the
opening, staying just to the waste side of
the line, then sand it smooth.

To give the bench a clean 
"00""r"n"",*udrive the 1Va" deck screws into the end

boards from inside the carcase.

Attach end boards@tror inside
with 1t/+" deck screws.

Cut the two corner blocks (J) to
size. Screw the corner blocks to the

front legs (F) where shown. Next, screw
the bottom skirt (I) to the corner blocks.

Next, the divider panel
and drawer guides

Cut the plywood divider panel (K)
to size. Rip and crosscut the four

cleats (L). Screw three of the cleats to
the top frame assembly (A/B) where
shown on Drawing 2. (They provide a
mounting surface for the top assembly
that you'll add later.) Now drill coun-
tersunk holes for IV4" deck screws
through one of the cleats, and mount
it flush with the edges and bottom end
of the divider panel (K), where shown
in Drawing 3.

Cut the eight drawer guides (M).
,, Glue pairs of the drawer guides

together to make four L-shaped drawer

1t/2" deck screws

Tse" shank hole,
countersunk on
back side

t/e" round-overs
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guide assemblies, as shown in Drawing
3. Screw two drawer guide assemblies
to the divider panel (K).

Place the divider panel assemblY
(K/L/M) inside the carcase and

screw it into the center frame cross mem-
ber (B), where shown in Drawing 2. Use
a framing square to position the divider
on the frame decking (C), and drive
screws through the cleat (L) into the
deckrng. Now fasten the two remaining
drawer guide assemblies inside the car-
case, aligning them with the drawer
guide assemblies on the divider.

Graft a rnetal'clad top
Cut the plywood top (N) to size, and
notch the back corners, where shown

on Drawing 4. Test-fit the top onto the
carcase assembly, and use a pencil to
trace the perimeter of the supports (B/D)
onto the underside of the top. Drill %"
holes near the corners of the layout, and
cut the opening with a jigsaw.

Go to a local heating contractor or
sheet-metal supplier, and purchase a

sheet of 28-gauge galvanized steel cut to
26x4Jt/s" . This size is 2" larger than the
top (N) to allow 1" of metal to wrap
around the edges and ends of the top.

Lay the sheet of steel facedown on
your workbench, and center the toP

(N) on it. Mark the notches for the back
legs (E) and the perimeter of the waste
opening using a perrnanent marker. Lift

*1 " deck screw

211/q '

h '-1

1 x  1"  notch

Trace opening
during test-fitting

of top.

p roe ASSEMBLY

off the plywood top, and set it aside.
Draw another rectangle on the steel
whose sides are 1" inside the perimeter
of the opening you just marked.

Now drill %" holes within the inner
rectangle, where shown in Photo C, to
serve as starting points for your tin snips.
Drill /s" holes in the corners of the outer
rectangle. Wear heavy gloves as you cut
the perimeter of the inner rectangle, and
make diagonal cuts from each corner of
the inner rectangle to the %" hole. Also
cut notches for the back legs, and small
notches at the front corners that allow the
metal to bend around the plywood.

Place the steel sheet facedown on
your workbench, and apply a bead of

clear silicone caulk to the metal near the
perimeter of the hole and the cutouts for
the rear legs, and put small dots of sili-

23/q" 11 /2"

)

11/z" deck
SCTEWS

cone in a 6" grid pattern in the field of
the metal. (Don't use all of the caulk;
you'll need some later.) Position the top
(N) on the metal, as shown in Photo D,
and let the silicone cure.

Using a dead-blow mallet and wood
scraps, wrap the metal around the

edges of the waste opening and the
perimeter of the top, as shown in Photo E.

Cut the side skirts (O) to the length
shown in Drawing 4, then cut the

radius at one end of each. Drive screws
through the top (N) from underneath to
attach the side skirts.

Wipe a thin layer of silicone onto the
notches for the back legs in the toP

(N) to seal the edges of the plywood.
Then position the top on the carcase
assembly, and drive It/q" screws uP
through the cleats (L) and into the top.

I
31/z

1

*Note: Attach
drawer guides
from back with
1" deck screws.

3/,"
- l r f - -141/q'

holes for 1t/q" deck screws

S orvroER PANEL

re r. S,it*t
Support the metal toP on a shon a sheet of
scrap plywood as you drill the holes at
the corners of the rectangles.

Align the plywood top and sheet metal,
then place weights on the top. Let the
silicone cure before bending the metal.
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1t/q" deck

s/se" shank holes,
countersunk with
s/sz" pilot holes

t/a" round-overs

261/q"

Wrap the metal around the perimeter,
then form the cut-out opening. The hard-
wood scrap keeps the metal from rising.

38

Crosscut the back skirt (P) to size.
Then align its top edge with the side

skirts (O), where shown in Drawing 2,
and screw the back skirt in place.

Add a corrvenient shelf
Cut the shelf back (Q) and the two
shelf boards (R) to size. Notch both

ends of one shelf board, where shown in
Drawing 2.

Cut the three shelf supporrs (S) to
size. One support has square ends

and the other two have a radiused end
that you cut with a jigsaw.

Screw the two radiused-end shelf
supports (S) to the back legs (E),

571/z'

243/q'

)
t/2" lag screw

4" long

$ rool-RAcK DETATL

where shown on Drawing 2. Now attach
the shelf boards (R) to the two outer
shelf supports, then attach the remain-
ing shelf support to the shelf boards
where shown.

Align the lower edge of the shelf
back (Q) with the lower edges of the

radiused shelf supports (S). Then screw
the shelf back into the rear shelf board
(R) and the radiused shelf supports (S).

Fasten the fillers,
then the trirn

Cut the front filler (T) and rhe end
fillers (U) to size. Fasten these parts

where shown in Drawing 5.

screw

\

Y

s/e" hole
2t/z" deep
1z/a" from bottom

t/2" flal washer

Te" hole
3t/z" deep

@ rnoruT/BAcK TRIM DETATL
1/q" hole s/a" deep on inside face,
with 7se" shank hole centered
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Cut the front/back trim (V) to length.
Then lay out and cut the shaped ends

on both pieces, where shown in Drawing
5a, and bore the stopped holes that will
receive the handle (X). Cut the end trim
(W) to length. Now attach both pieces of
end trim and the front trim.

Cut a length of IIA"-dia. fir closet
pole to length for the handle (X).

Position the handle into the holes in the
front/back trim (V), and screw the back
trim into place with the handle captured
between the front and back trim.

The doors rnake it an
opGtr-end-shrrt case

Crosscut twelve door boards (Y) and
four door battens (Z\ to size. Ease

the edges on the the door boards using
your router and an Vs" round-over bit.
Butt six of the door boards edge to edge,
facedown on your workbench. Square up
the boards, and attach the door battens
(Z), where shown on Drawing 5. Repeat
for the other door.

Mount the hinges to the carcase,
referring to the Opening Photo to see

their locations. The rectangular plates of
the T-hinges are spaced 2/+" from the
bottom skirt (I) and front trim (V). Then
attach the doors, leaving approximately a
t/s" gap between them. Mount each door
pull centered on the width of the inner-
most door boards (Y) 2V2" from the top
of the door. To hold the doors closed, we

mwtt*mg d$mgwmmt

e/qx3t/z x 96" Cypress (1x4) (2 needed)

e/qx51/z x 96" Cypress (1x6) (2 needed)

mounted roller catches inside the doors
and carcase.

Yorrtre ready for the
finishing touches

Lay the potting bench on its back,
and drill 3/s" holes into the inner

edges of the left-hand front leg (F) and
back leg (E), where shown on Drawing 5.
Place the washers and wheels onto the
lag screws, and drive the screws into the
legs, leaving enough clearance for the
wheels to spin freely.

Drill holes into the ends of the other
two legs, where shown on Drawing

5. Drive lag bolts into these holes to act
as leveling feet and to prevent moisture
from wicking into the ends of the legs.

Cut the tool rack (AA) to size, then
shape the radiused ends and the hole

centerpoints, where dimensioned in
Drawing 5b. Bore the holes using your
drill press, and cut the opening from
each hole to the edge. Sand the edges
smooth, then rout a %" round-over on
the edges of the tool rack.

Crosscut the mounting plate (BB),
and glue and clamp it to the tool

rack, forming the L-shaped assembly
shown on Drawing 5. When the glue
dries, screw the assembly to the end of
the potting bench.

Before applying finish, use sandpa-
per to ease the remaining exposed

edges on any bench parts you may come

P

3/q x7t/q x 96" Cypress (1x8)

3/q x 31/z x 96" Cypress (1x4)

fi-G*-t
1t/q"-dia. x 36" Fir closet pole

in contact with. Apply your choice of
finish to the potting bench. We used two
coats of an exterior oil finish. To help
prevent water from wicking under the
metal top, run a bead of silicone around
the seams where metal meets wood. ?

Written by Robert J. Settich with Kevin Boyle
Project design: Kevin Boyle
ll lustrations: Mike Mittermeier; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Baldwin Photography

ffinet*rfraXs list

A frame fronts/backs %" 31/z' 42s/a' C

B frame
cross mem0ers 3/q' 3Vz' 21Vi' C

C frame decking 3/tu SVz' 423/e' C

D supports 3/q' 31/z' 10"

E back legs 11/2" 3Vz' 571/z' C

F front legs 11/z' 31/z' 35'

G back 1/z' 423/a" 30'

H end boards 3/q' 31/z' 30'

I bottom skirt 3/q' 51/2' 423/a' C

J corner blocks 3/^'

K divider panel 1/2, 211/q' 253/c' P

L cleats 3/^u 3/q' 211/t' C

M drawer guides 3/q' 2s/e' 211/q' C

N top 1/zu 24' 453/a" P

0 side skirls 3/qu 31/z' 20s/q' C

P back skirt 3/qu 71/+, 423/a, c

Q shelf back 3/q' 7Vt' 423/a' C

R shelf boards s/q, 51/z' 453/a' C

S shelf supports 3/cu 31/2, 103/q, c

T front filler 3" 423/s' C

U end fillers 3/^' 3" 173/q" C

V fronUback trim 3/q' 31/z' 56'

W end trim 3/q, 3t/z' 243/t', c

X handle 11/q' 11/t' 251/z'

Y door boards 3/tu 31/z' 261/t', c 12
Z door battens 3/qu 31/z' 191/z' C

AA tool rack 3/t' 31/z' 18'

BB mounting plate s/qu 31/z' 17'

lllaterials Key: C-cypress; P-plywood, C/D exterior
grade; F-fir closet pole.

$upr:iies: 1 " deck screws; 1 /+" deck screws; 1 14" deck
screws; 2" deck screws; tube of clear silicone caulk; 28-
gauge galvanized steel 26x473/e"i 20 plastic trash can;
7-gal. plastic bins (2) (Rubbermaid n0,2221)', exterior
glue; exterior finish.

Sr.ryimg Gllide
Harrlrsare: 6 -dia. wide metal-rimmed wheels with rub'
ber tires, 1%" wide with /2" axle bore (2); 4' T-hinges
(black) with screws (4); double roller catches (2); 6"
black door pulls (2); % lag screws 4" long (4); t/2" flat
washers (4). Order kit WDPB2, $49.95 from Milleis
Hardware Inc., 1300 M.L. King Jr. Pkwy, Des Moines, lA
5031 4, or call 5151283-1724.

10

6"3h'

3/+ x71/q x 96" Cypress (1xG)

1/z x 48 x 96" Exterior plywood

x 96" Cypress (1x4)

3/c x 31/z x

|l-tvJ-T(vvlT-'l
3/qx31/z x 96" Cypress (1x4) (2 needed)

3/ax31/z x 96" Cypress (1x4) (2 needed)

3/cx31/z x 96" Cypress (1x4) (4 needed)

11/2x31/z x 96" Cypress (2x4) (2 needed)

3/q x71/q X 96"
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We began out series in febrrrary witlr a
look at wood pteparation. In a frrtrrre
issrre, wetll delve into clear topcoats.

A rrrrrltiple-choice test
Which type of colorant should you select? You have
plenty of choices, like those in the photo at right. Your
decision depends on the look you want to achieve, the
type of wood you're using, and the final topcoat you
plan to apply.

For general staining, use either a pigmented stain or a
dye. These two types work differently, as shown in the
drawings below right, and produce noticeably different
results, as you can see. Most paint or hardware stores
carry pigmented stain. You might have to visit a wood-
working specialty store, or go the mail-order route, to
find dyes. For example, the Woodcraft catalog carries
Trans-Tint dyes in several colors, priced at $15.99 for
a 2-ounce bottle that will make about 2 quarts of col-
orant. Call 800/225-1153.
Pigmented stains tend to blotch on woods with uneven

density, such as maple, birch, cherry, and pine. Dyes
tend to penetrate evenly all over the wood, regardless
of their density.

As you strive for the perfect hue, be aware that all
color products will fade. Pigmented stains fade the least

c o n t i n u e d

ffi*ere, 
you can see the difference between dyes and pigmented stains. The oak '

& & Ooard at rightreceiued a coat of golden oak dye, while the other board, lower

right, was tinted with a golden oak stain.

Like paint, a pigmented stain goes on the surface of the wood and penetrates very lit-

tle. Paint contains enough pigment to make it opaque. Stain has similar pigments, but in

lesser amounts, so that it is relatively transparent.

Pigments are suspended in a binder-an additive that dries, and creates a seal

between the stain and the wood, The most common oil-based binder is linseed oil.

Water-based stains employ a non-oil binder. All pigmented stains have to be stined thor-

oughly to mix the pigments with the binder, or you will get streaky coloring.

Dyes differ greatly from pigmented stains. Dyes are transparent, penetrate into any kind

of wood, and give it an even tone all over.

You can buy dyes pre-mixed, powdered, or as liquid concentrates, Manufacturers

design each powdered dye or liquid concentrate to dissolve with a particular solvent:

water, alcohol, or a petroleum product, such as paint thinner. You must use the proper

solvent with each type of dye. A dye intended to be dissolved in water usually can't be

dissolved in alcohol.
Concentrated liquid dyes will work with more than one solvent. Alcohol-based dyes dry

the fastest-perhaps too fast for general use. Water-based dyes are the easiest to apply

and the safest to use.

www.woodonline.corn

ffiiOr.nted stains offer the most flexibility in your choice of a topcoat. 0nce the

& stain dries, you can apply almost any finish over it. For example, you can use an

oil-based or water-based finish over either a water-based or oil-based stain.

The stain must be dry before you proceed with finishing. Temperature, humidity, and

moisture content of the wood all affect drying time, so don't rely on the can instruc-

tions. Use your nose. lf you can smell the solvent, the stain isn't dry.

Dyes are a bit more dicey. lf you brush or wipe on a finish containing the same dis-

solving solvent, you can cause streaking and will partially lift the dye into the finish,

This can create a wonderful depth to the color, but might lighten it, too. lf you have the

necessary equipment, you can spray on the topcoat without causing any problems.

Pigment rests on the surface, lodges in pores

)
I
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,: ne of the keys to staining is
''' ',':'' learning how to allow for

changes in color from wet stain to
dry. Often, a woodworker will notice
the change, and decide that addition-
al coats of stain are necessary-
usually a mistake, lf the wet color
was correct, leave it alone. The wet
color of the stain will return as s00n
as a coat of finish is applied, as
shown here.

Some stains dry faster than others,
and once the stain dries, you'll have
more difficulty removing the excess,
Water-based pigment stains tend to
dry faster than the oil-based pigment
stains. Often, the color will get a dry,
powdery look when the stain dries. lt's
nothing to wony about.

and the slowest. Among the dyes, the
oil-based and alcohol-based versions
fade the fastest and the water-based fade
the least. Don't use dyes in direct sun-
light applications, because they'll fade
quite rapidly in those conditions.

Apptication is easy
Applying a stain is essentially the same
with either a pigment or a dye. Test the
stain on a scrap piece, then flood the sur-
face of your project, and wipe off the
excess to even out the color.

After wiping, allow the stain to dry
completely and wipe the surface again to
remove any residue. Remember that the
appearance changes when the stain
dries, then changes again when you
apply a clear topcoat, as shown in the
photo at left.

You can use either liquid or powder
when you choose to dye a piece of
wood. Make sure to mix powdered dyes
thoroughly, then filter them, as shown
in the photo, lower left. Generally, the
color you apply to a piece of wood will
remain the same regardless of the num-
ber of coats. The color will darken but
remain transparent. Pigmented stains
become darker and more opaque with
each application.

: . hen you mix a powdered dye with
' water or alcohol, no matter how thor-

oughly you stir, some of the dye parlicles never
will dissolve. After mixing, allow the dye to setfle.
Stir it again, and then filter the mixture through a
coffee filter, cheesecloth, or nylon hose to remove
those undissolved particles. Always wear a mask
when working with dry dyes, which become air-
borne easily. They can cause respiratory problems
and even allergic reactions in some people.
You can mix stains and dyes for a custom color,

as long as they have the same solvent, For best
results, mix the same type and brand of product.
Also, mix each color separately before combining
them. Don't add a powder or concentrate of one
color to the mixed version of another.

WOOD magazine March 2002



Preventions and crrres
Even though the actual application is
easy, can things still go wrong? Yes,
they can. But you can avoid most prob-
lems, once you know what to expect.

Raised grain. The biggest problem
with water-based products is that they
raise the grain of the wood. Go atread
and raise the grain intentionally, then
carefully remove the resulting whiskers,
as shown in the photo at right.

Uneven color. A perfectly good board
might vary in color, and most stains
won't cover up the differences. See the
photo, lower right, for a discussion on
evening out color.

Blotching. Some woods acquire an
uneven look when stained. Apply a con-
ditioner first, and you'11 get a much more
consistent result. Check the photo on
page 44, top, for examples that illustrate
the blotching issue.

Dark end grain. End grain absorbs
more pigmented stain than the rest of the
board. To compensate, sand end grain
with one grit higher paper than you use
on the other surfaces. Then, coat the end
grain with a conditioner. A dye stain
solves the uneven coloring problem with 

'

no conditioner needed.
Wrong color. Sometimes you won't be

satisfied with the look of a stain on your
project. If it's the right shade, but too
[ght, apply another coat of the same
stain. If it's the wrong shade, you can
hide it with a darker stain.

If your stain is too dark, and still wet,
you can remove much of it by scrubbing
the surface with the appropriate thinning
solvent. Use water for water-based
stains, and rely on mineral spirits for oil-
based stains.

If the stain already has dried, and it's
water-based, you'll have to strip it all off
with water and start over. You can
remove some or all of a dried oil-based
stain with lacquer thinner. If not enough
comes off to suit you, remove it all wittr
a stripping product, bleach out any
remaining spots, and start over.
You can remove some of the color from

a dry dyed surface by wiping it with the
appropriate dissolving solvent. Be care-
ful, though. You run the risk of creating
streaks inthe color' 

c o nt inue d
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t I Tater-based stains and dyes
llt

U U tend to "raise fie grain" of

wood. Tiny fibers swell up and
.remain standing like whiskers. lf you

apply a coat of finish over those

whiskers, it willfeel like sandpaper.
The easiest way to deal with raised

grain is to make it happen before you

apply a water-based stain or dye, then

eliminate it. First, wet the wood witft

water from a spray bottle, and allow it

to dry completely.
Then, sand or scrape off the fuzzy

raised grain. tor a simple and etficient

scraper, just remove the blade from a

utility knife. Hold the blade almostver-

tically, as shown here, and gently

scrape the surface.

w:#Jffi#ilffi::J'
differences completely with one
coat. The biggest problem occurs in

such woods as cherry and walnut,

in which the sapwood is a much

lighter color than the heartwood.

lf you want a dark color on the

entire project, apply your stain just to

the sapwood, as shown on this piece

of cherry. After it dries, apply a coat

of the same stain everywhere. lf you

want a natural finish, find a stain
that's the same color as the heart-
wood, and use that shin to tint only

the sapwood.
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Most woodworkers will find all the colors
they need in the standard assortment of
cans at a home center. But if you have a
specific custom look in mind, or you just
want to experiment, you can fine-tune
those colors. One way is to mix the stan-
dard products, always making sure to
combine only those with l ike solvents.

A more controllable approach is to add
basic colors to the commercial products,
or directly onto the wood. You can use
Japan colors or arl ist 's oils if your stain
and topcoat are oil-based, or mix acrylic

oods such as pine. cherry, maple,

and birch vary signif icantly in den-

sity within a single board. This inconsistency

can create "blotch" when you apply stain.

Softer areas absorb pigmented stain more

readily than harder areas, making the soft

spots darker and more opaque.

You can minimize or prevent blotching by

using a conditioner before you stain. A condi-

@ 
tioner is a coating that seals the pores of the

wood, and makes the difference shown here.

We applied Minwax conditioner, then red oak

stain to the pine sarnple on the /eft while the

one 0n the right received only the stain.

You also can make your own conditioner. For

example,  i f  you ' re  go ing to  f  in ish wi th

poiyurethane varnish, make a conditioner from

4 five parts thinner and one part poly. Apply this

conditioner. allow it to dry, sand it gently with

220-gri I  sandpaper remove the dust, and

appry your starn.

artist 's colors into a glazing medium if
you're using water-based products. Ar1
stores and hobby stores carry afiist's oils,
acrylic artist 's colors, and glazing medi-
um. You can buy Japan colors from
Woodworker's Supply for $9.99 per half-
pint. Call 8001645-9292,
A color wheel wil l help you figure out

how to arrive at the hue you have in
mind. A traditional color wheel shows you
how to use red, yellow, and blue to make
all of the other colors. You can buy a 9t/+"
version for $6.50 from The Color Wheel

Co. Call 5411929-7526 or log on to
www. colorwheelco.com.

However, furnituremakers rely more on
the eafth{one colors shown on the wheel
pictured here. This wheel is available
from Homestead Finishing Products for
$14.95. Call 216/631-5309. Various com-
binations of raw umber. burnt umber. raw
sienna, burnt sienna, Van Dyke brown,
white, and black wil l produce a range of
beautiful furniture colors. Experiment on
a storyboard-and write down the recipe
as you go along.

We used a premixed glaze, available at home centers, plus
acrylic colors to get the results shown here on oak. The /eff
piece received a coat of raw sienna, the middle one got an
application of burnt umber, and the sample on the nghf shows
what happens when you blend the two colors together.

When you start dabbling in custom-look colors for your
projects, here's a basic approach that many woodwork-
ers don't consider. The acrylic colors at left, the artist's
cofors at right, and the color wheel can help you create
the exact color you need to turn a standard-issue pro-
ject into something special.
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Illariatiorirs on a therne
We've concentrated on pigments and dyes, but five
other types of staining products also deserve discus-
sion. In certain situations, you might consider a
dye/pigment stain, a colored oiUvarnish mixture, a gel,
an all-in-one product, or a non-grain-raising dye. The
most versatile of these are the dye/pigment types, as
shown in the photo at right. And, in some situdtions, a
gel is the best way to get a beautiful result, as shown in
the photo below.

Colored oiUvarnish materials often are referred to as
Danish oils. They combine oil, varnish, thinner, and a
dye-like colorant. Easy to apply, they offer a fairly
even penetration into the wood and a moderately
durable binder that will serve as a finish.

All-in-one products are finishing materials, such as
polyurethane varnish, with color added. They can be
oil-based or water-based, and the colorant can be dye
or pigment. They are designed to color and finish with
a single application. These are generally surface prod-
ucts and perform much like paint. They can be tricky
to apply because they tend to dry quickly and you can
overwork them very easily. Successive coats make
them darker and more opaque. Lap marks are very dif-
ficult to avoid. In short, avoid these products for gen-
eral finishing.

Non-grain-raising dyes are water-based products that
you thin with alcohol or lacquer thinner, making them
compatible with oil-based finishing materials. They dry
very quickly, which eliminates one of the advantages of
a typical water-based dye. Most home woodworkers can
get along just fine without them. |l

Written by Jim Kull with Jim Pollock
Photographs: Baldwin PhotograPhY
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine

f,ulhor Jim Kull also monitors the
discussion Foup on wood linishing
at our w.wootlonline.com Web site.

flVe/OiOment 
stains contain both kinds of colorant, and usually have separated

H Oy the time you take them off the store shelf. The dye is in solution and the

pigment has settled out. They require complete stining to remix the pigment and

achieve the intended color.
You can determine if you have a dye/pigment stain by inserting a stick into the

unstirred can. lf the stick has color along its body and a glob on the end, as shown

here, it's a combination product. The dye penetrates the harder portions of a piece of

wood, and the pigment settles into the grain and pores. A dye/pigment stain tends to

soften blotching, but to really minimize blotch, use a conditioner first.

A dye/pigment stain offers you several staining options. Unstined, the upper portion

of the can will provide a dye type of stain. You can apply it as a stain or add it to a

compatible finish to use in toning, which we'll discuss in the third part of this series.

Stir the can a bit, and you'll get a slightly different shade of the same color. Stir it

completely for yet another shade. Finally, the settled pigment, left unstined, works

great for glzing, another topic for part three of this series.

fr els are pigments, dyes, or a combination of the two, combined

\5with oil-based or water-based finishing materials. Essentially, a

gel is paint, coating the surface without penetrating.

Gels tend to obscure the grain, butthey do reduce blotching, as you see

here. The sample board on Ihe left received a standard stain, while the

one 0n the rghtwas coated with a gel.

Gel stains also work well for "glazing," The technique of glazing allows

you to apply color between coats of finish, or to apply an artificial grain to

literally any surface. For example, you can make two different woods look

alike, or make cardboard look like oak. See lssue 129 for a thorough

explanation of the "faux finishing" process.

45www.woodonline.com
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Stow GDs
or DVDs on
adirrstable
shelvGS...
now thatts
entertainrnent!
, ,' ' t' , ,,it,,'e all have dif-

..', ...'!,,',,., ,rt' ferent storage
i, ;: ' ' :  

needs for CDs,
DVDs, or other electronic
media. You can quickly
reshuffle the glass shelves
on this Arls & Crafts oiece
to hold any of them, with
room left over for your
favorite col lecti bles.

lf the distinctive cut-out
design in the side panels
looks familiar, that's
because we featured the
same motif on eight match-
ing l iving room pieces in
previous issues of WOODa
magazine. For pictures of
the pieces, and information
on purchasing plans, see
"Arts & Crafts furniture
plans" on page 86.
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Left rear
1/q x 11/q" tenon

tslro" long

t/2" rabbel
t/a" deep

Left front
leg

2"
tZ" groove 1,,
1/z" degp,
centered

t/2" rabbel
t/q" deep

1/q" groove
l/2" deep,
centered

l)'6'/o'
1/a x 11/+" tenon

rsl ro"  long

Make forrr long
lean legs

If you can find 8/4 stock for the legs
(A), you can skip the laminating

process. Otherwise, rip eight z/q"-thtck

blanks I3/qx45", and glue up four pairs
into leg blanks. After the glue dries, joint
one edge of each blank. Rip the blank
leAo" wide, and joint to lt/2" square. Cut
the legs 433/q" long, and rout a t/s" cham-
fer around their bottom ends.

Arrange the legs (A) with the lami-
nation lines running from front to

back, as shown in Drawings 1 and 1a.
Using a felrtipped pen, mark the posi-
tion of each leg on its top, using LR for
left rear, for example. Referring to
Drawings 1 and 1a, lay out the location
of the mortises on each leg.

Make the mortises by following the
steps on Drawing 2. For the best

wrvrv.woodonline.com

303/q'

1/+ x 11/q" mortise
1 "  deep

(All  mort ises on legs
are same srze.l

11/c"

53/q"

ll sroe ASSEMBLY

/a" chamfer

results, set up your drill press with a
fence and a brad-point bit.

Making an easy template will save
you time when drilling the shelf-pin

holes. To make this template, cut a piece
of scrap hardwood V'+xIV2x32", and lay
out the hole centerpoints where dimen-
sioned on Drawing 1. Use double-faced
tape to position the template on the left
rear leg (A), flushing the edges and the
top end. Photo A shows the jig in action.
Drill through the template and Vz" deep
into the leg. After you drill the left rear
leg, put the template on the right front
leg. After you drill that leg, put double-
faced tape on the other side of the tem-
plate to position it for the other two legs.

Follow this no-fail
rail rnethod

Rip and crosscut the rails (B, C, D,
E) to the sizes in the Materials List.

Save 7+"-thick scraps that are lt/+" wrde
to make test cuts for the tenons.

Referring to Drawing 3, set up your
tablesaw to cut the tenons. Raise the

blade tA" above the table. and make a cut
into each face of a scrap, forming a test
tenon. Check the fit of the tenon into a
mortise, and make any adjustments nec-
essary. When you're satisfied with the
setup, cut the cheeks of each tenon. With
the same setup, make the Vq"-deep cut at
the top of rails (8, D). Raise the blade to
Vz" above the table, and make the top cut
in the bottom rails (C, E), and the bottom
cut in all the rails. Refer to Drawing 1a to
see the layout of the tenons.

Continued on page 50

Drill the left rear and right front legs
with the shetf-pin template in this posi-
t ion. For the other legs, you' l l  f l ip the
template with its opposite face upward.
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1 1/q'

1/q x 11/q" mortise
1"  deep

(All mortises
on legs are
same size.)

11/q '
433/q'

53/+"

Arc is %" high at
the midpoint of the rai l .

t/e" chamfer

1/q" groove t/2" deep i(
rails@and Oact< rait@
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FORMING A MORTISE

1

f
I
I

1 / l l

v4

tl
LI
*l

+

+
--
+
=
+
=
+
=
+

STEP 1
Mark mortise
location on leg.

STEP 2
Drill t/q" holes 1"
deep at both ends
of mortise,

STEP 3
Dri l l  overlapping
t/+" holes 1" deep
between holes
dri l led in Step 2.w, l  n ,
STEP 4
Finish mort ise with
a chisel,  cutt ing
sides and ends
souare.

v
#8 x t /2"  F.H.
wooo

t/+" shelf pins

t/q" gaps

1/q x 61/q x 102le" glass

t/q" hole t/2" deep
shel f -p in hole

1/+ x 11/+" mortise
1 " deep

All  mort ises on legs
are same size.

Desktop fastener

7a" notch for light corO \

## *'Y[J'*'JRight rear
leg

433/q'

t I

Marking ares
in a pinch
You don't need fancy
drafting equipment to
draw a smooth arc
like the one at the
bottom of bottom
rails (C, E). Simply
rip a wood strip to
r/axs/cx15" and pinch
it in a clamp until it
forms a smooth arc
connecting the cen-
ter height of the arc
with the bottom ends
of'the rail.

Left front leg

!l exeloDED vtEW

1/B,,gap
for  expansion

Install a Vq" dado blade in your table-
saw, raise it Vz" above the table, and

set your rip fence to cut the groove cen-
tered in the rails, where shown on
Drawing 1a. Cut this groove in the lower
edge of top rails (8, D), the upper edge of
bottom side rails (C), and the back rail
(E). The front rails (D, E) are not grooved.
Note: If you are installing the optional
curio cabinet light, drill the mounting-
screw pilot holes in the front rail and cut
the cord notch in the back rail, where
shown on Drawing 5. See the Buying
Guide for the source of our light.

Referring to Drawing 1a, mark the
centerpoint of the arcs on the bottom

rails (C, E). Connect that point to the bot-
tom ends of the rail as shown in the shop
trp,left. Bandsaw and sand to the line.

;

I

I

I t

leg

q
@l

t\ -
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Put the bit through the side panel's start
hole, and turn on the router. Move the
panel to the stop hole, switch off the
router, and remove the panel.

Drill the shelf-pin holes in the inner
faces of the bottom side rails (C),

where shown on Drawing 4.
Mark the centerpoints and drill the
counterbores and pilot holes for the

desktop fasteners on the top edges of the
top side rails (B), where dimensioned on
Drawing 4a. Use a 7+" Forstner bit and a
1/e+" twist drill in your drill press.

Make the panels,
bottorn shelf, and top

From Vz"-thick stock, cut the side
panels (F) to size, and edge-join an

oversize blank for the back panel (G).
From t/+"-thick stock, cut the bottom (H)
to size, and edge-join an oversize blank
for the top (I). With the glue dry, cut
parts G and I to finished size.

Install at/2" dado blade in your table-
saw, and raise it /c" above the table.

Cut the rabbets along the inside ends of
the panels (F, G).

Make two copies of the Side Panel
Full-Size Pattern on page 95. Use

spray adhesive to adhere them to the side
panels (F),41/2" from each end, as indi-

euttimg diagrmnrr*

cated on the pattern. Drill the 7s" staft
and stop holes through the panels.

Chuck a t/+" straight bit into your
table-mounted router, and clamP a

fence behind the bit, 7ts/ra" from its cen-
terpoint. Put the panel against the fence,
and clamp another fence to the front of
the bit, flush against the panel. Refer to
Photo B to see this setup, and rout the
slots in both side panels (F).

Install a #4 blade (.035x.015" with
18 teeth per inch) in your scrollsaw,

and make the cutouts at the slots' ends.

Get s.Iuared away for
the assettlbfy

Before assembly, give all of the parts
a final sanding wtth 220-grit paper,

and soften any sharp edges. Glue and
clamp the front bottom rail (E) to the
bottom (H), flushing the top edges and
the shoulders of the tenons.

Make the side assemblies by gluing
up two legs (A), a top side rail (B), a

bottom side rail (C), and a side panel (F).
Secure the panels to the rails with a sin-
gle drop of glue in the center of the rails'
grooves. Center the panels between the
legs. This construction keeps the panels
centered, but still allows them to expand
and contract. Check that each assembly
is square and flat.

With the glue dry, join the side
assemblies with the top rails (D), the

front bottom rail/bottom (E/H), back bot-
tom rail (E), and the back panel (G).
Assemble the back panel and rails in the
same manner as the side panels and rails.
To support the back edge of the bottom,
insert shelf pins in the holes previously
drilled in the bottom side rails (C).

Drive #8xt/2" flathead wood screws
through the desktop fasteners into

the top side rails (B). Adjust the top (I)

for an equal reveal on all sides, mark the
fastener locations on the top, and drill
1/e+" pllotholes Vz" deep. Remove the top
and the desktop fasteners.

Yorrtre ready for a
drrrable finish

Using a sanding block and 220-gnt
paper, give the completed project a

quick once-over to smooth grain that
raised when wiping off glue squeeze-out.

After removing the dust with a tack
cloth, we applied a coat of Minwax

Provincial (no. 2ll) stain. Then we
applied a coat of gloss polyurethane, fol-
lowed by a coat of satin. Between coats,
we sanded with220-grit sandpaper.

With the finish dry, replace the desk-
top fasteners, top, and add shelf pins.

Make a template for the shelves from
/q"-thrck plywood. Take the template to
the glass shop to ensure that your shelves
will fit. Have the shelves' edges ground
with a pencil edge.
l,lote: If you are installing the optional
curio cabinet light, fasten it to the front
rail, and lay the cord in the rear rail's
notch before replacing the top. Q

Written by Robert J. Settich with Charles I' Hedlund
Prolect design: Gharles l. Hedlund
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Baldwin PhotograPhY

rnaterials list ' ' . ' ' '

A- legs 11/2, 11/z' 433/t' L0

B top side rails 3/q' 2u 61/4'

C bottom side rails 3/q' 21/q' 61/4'

D too rails, fronVback %" 2' 127/a' 0

E bottom
rails, fronVback 3/qu 2Vq' 127/s' 0

F side panels Vz' 37/B' 351/q' 0

G- back panel l/zu 101/2, 351/q' E0

H bottom 3/qu 53/q' 1 1'

I r,rJP 3/q, B7/a', 151/2', E0

-Parts initially cut oversize, See the instructions.

Materials Key: LO-laminated oak, O-oak, EO-edge-
joined oak.

Supplies: #Bx%" flathead wood screws (8), %" glass
shelves (4), glue, stain, finish,

$rrying Grride
Hardware. Desktop fasteners no. 130216, $3.50 for a
bag of 10; %" spoon-style bronze shelf pins no. 27113,
$2.50 for a bag of 25; %0"-dia.x /ro"-thick door bumpers
no. 02581, $6.99 for a sheet of 75; optional curio cabi-
net light no. 09J81, $9.99. Order from Woodcraft, 560
Airport Industrial Park, P.0. Box 1686, Parkersburg, WV
261 02-1 686, or call 800/225-1 1 53.

1/2x51/z x 96" Oak

www.woodonline.com

3/qx91/+ x 96" Oak

3/+ x71/q x 96" Oak

1 /2x51 /2x96"

@@
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oes a computer workstation look out of place in your traditional
furnishing scheme? Hide its clutter behind the frame-and-panel
front of this handsome cherry cabinet. The three-panel drop

leaf gives you instant access and a spaciouS worktop. Therb's a pigeon-
hole to store your keyboard and mouse, and a shelf that holds a monitor
up to 17/q" tall. The doors below hide a pair of file drawers and plenty
of storage for your CPU and other supplies.

And speaking of clutter, we designed a matching.
pigeonhole unit to help you keep it under control.
Even if you don't build the computer center, this is a
great little organizer for anywhere from desktop to
kitchen counter. See the instructions on page 60.

t
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Y
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fbrrn tlre catcase palts
I neferring to the layout shown on the
I Cutting Diagram, cut the plywood

parts A through I to the sizes listed in the
Materials List.

llCut four strips of banding (J) to the
Esize fisted. From these lengths, cut
bands for each of the parts A through E,
and G through I. Glue and clamp the
bands to the panels so they are flush at
the edges and ends. The skirt (F) does
not get banded. Vfith the glue dry, sand
the bands flush with the panels. Set the
adjustable shelf (I) aside.
Note: For all partt the length is always
the dimension parallel to the grain.

2Adjust your biscuit joiner to cut a
rJslot centered in the thickness of your
zA" plywood. Mark the biscuit locations
in the edges of parts B through F, and H,
where indicated on Drawing 1. Plunge
the slots. Mark the biscuit locations in
the ends of the bottom face of the fixed
shelf (A), the top of the drawer shelf (B),
and the tops of the inside faces of the
sides (G). Plunge the slots.
Note: Whcre three biscuits are shqwn,
locate a biscuit 3" from each edge, and
center the third one. Whcre two biscuits are
shown, locate thcm at tlv one-third points.

/lConfigure your biscuit joiner fence
'tfor vertical plunging. Using a
straightedge offset from the biscuit cen-
terlines and clamped to ttre workpiece as
a guide, plunge the rest of the biscuit
slots. The biscuit slots in the underside of
the bottom (E) and the inside face of the
sides (G) for the attachment of the front
skirt (F) are centered 17s" from the

.front edges of the bottom and sides, as
shown on Drawing lb. When marking
the locations of the biscuits that secure

rYruw.rvoodonline. com

the upper dividers (C) to the drawer shelf
(B), remember that the dividers are 1"
narrower than the shelf.

RDrill the lVz" wire-access holes in
rJthe fixed shelf (A), drawer sheH (B),
and bottom (E), where shown on part B
on Drawing 1. Drill the 1/4" leveler
adjustment holes in the bottom's corners,
where shown. Drill the holes and slots in
the carcase top (H) for the screws that
fasten the top (O) to the carcase, where
shown on Drawing la.

f,Instalt a dado blade in yourtablesaw,
lJand cut aVq" rabbet Vz" deep for the
back (N) in the rearinside edges of
the sides (G). Position the leveler brack-
ets on the sides, where shown on
Drawing lb, and drill qhe screw pilot holes.
Note: The Buying Guide lists a source

for the following hardware: levelers,
hinges, magnetic catches, knobs, fiIe
drawer slides, hanging-file rail, flap
stays, and shelf supports.
TMark the locations and di.llr/4" holes
I for the shelf supports in the lower
dividers @), where shown on Drawing 1.
See the shop tip on page 54.

tlninistr-sand the carcase parts to 220
ff gnt. Take care not to round the edge
bands. To keep your joints tight, ease the
sharp edges with a sanding block after
you assemble the carcase.

Assernble the carcase
I Gtue, biscuit, and clamp the upper
I dividers (C) between the fixed shelf

(A) and the drawer shelf (B). Keep the
back edges of the parts flush, and check
the assembly for squareness. Make cer-
tain the two drawer recesses are IOVI"
wide and uniform front-to-back. Set this
assembly aside until the glue dries.
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3/ro" slot 7e" long for mounting top

#8  x  1 "  F .H .
wood screw

#20 biscuits-l

45',n'1 
1t lz"hole

s/sz" hole

107/B'(

1/q" rabbel
t/z" deep

F- 22"/o"

j
I--)

1/a'

. S

* 1 0

48',

I
L

t/+" hole 7a" dgeo

z%+" pilot hole
7e" deep

Leveler

ll cnncASE ASSEMBLv

:
/ A :
\ 7 :

. / l l'/2
-----__-_-;__i__

1 1 l
I

A iig that won't wear out
Making a hardboard guide for drilling
shelf support holes is common prac-
tice. The drawback is that the same r/+"
bit is used to drill the holes in both the
guide and the cabinet part. Repeated
use enlarges the guide's holes, leading
to inaccurate hole placement and wob-
bly shelves. Project builder Chuck
Hedlund solved this problem by drilling
7s" holes in the guide and using a r/+"
self-centering bit to drill the shelf sup-
port holes, as shown in the photo. This
way, the bit's retractable centering
sleeve, rather than the t/d" drill bit con-
tacts the guide hole, eliminating wear
on the drilling guide. Self-centering bits
are availaOte trom most woodworklng
supply catalogs.
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With their back edges resting on
your workbench, glue, biscuit, and

clamp the lower dividers (D) between
assembly AIBIC and the bottom (E).
Once again, keep the back edges of all
the parts flush, and check the assembly
for squareness. Make certain the spacing
from the ends of parts B and E to the
dividers (D) and between the dividers is
equal and uniform front-to-back. Let the
glue dry.

Glue, biscuit, and clamp the skirt (F)
to the bottom (E). Keep the skirt and

the bottom perpendicular to each other
and their ends flush. Let the glue dry.

Screw the leveler brackets to the sides
(G). Apply glue to one end upper

divider (C), then glue, biscuit, and clamp
the first side to the assembly NBICID/E,
and the carcase top (H) to the side, as
shown in Photo A. Keep the side's front
edge flush with the edges of parts B,
E, and H. Let the glue dry. Glue, biscuit,
and clamp the second side in place.

Cut the skirt blocks (K) to size, and
finish-sand them to 220 erit. Glue

Hanging-f i le rai l

101/q"

/+" grooves
th" deep

1/q" from bottom edge

A 90'plywood clamping bracket keeps
the carcase top and side perpendicular.

and clamp them to the skirt (F), where
shown on Drawing 1.

Cut the drawer slides (L) and the
drawer trim (M) to size. Glue and

clamp them into the pencil drawer
recesses, where shown on Drawingl.
The faces of the drawer trim are flush
with the ends of the upper dividers (C/J),
as shown on Drawing 5a. The drawer
slides protrude t/ro" above the trim.

Remove /2" of stock
before cutting lock rabbets

Measure the carcase for the back
(N). The back covers the rear edges

of parts E and H, and fits into the rabbets
in the sides. Cut the back to size, clamp
it to the carcase, and drill pilot and coun-
tersunk shank holes. Remove the back,
finish-sand it to 220 grit, and set it aside
for finishing later.

Edge-join solid stock to make a
25x49" blank for the top (O). Trim it

to finished size, and finish-sand it to 220
grit. Set the top aside.

Make strudy drawers
Check the critical dimensions of
your drawer openings. The width of

the pencil drawer fronts/backs (P) and
pencil drawer sides (R) must be %0" less
than the dimension from the top of the
pencil drawer guides (L) to the bottom of
the fixed shelf (A). The length of parts P
must be %" less than the width of the
pencil drawer openings. To accommo-
date the drawer slides, the length of the
file drawer fronts/backs (Q) must be 1"
less than the width of the file drawer

l

( on ends.\
v'JeF=

l l  -=T-

fhe 1/2" strip is qlued
back onto 6l o6tore

the finger red6ss is cut.

Drawer
sl ide

1O3/q"

I
I
I

/a" grooves
t/c" deep

r/q" from bottom edge
131/q"

I onnwens

JOINT DETAIL

,fr 4\t^ "1

@@J-- '1o"
1/qu

r-l
\T; Ii l , '  lee

tZ" grooves t/+" deep
t/+" lrom bottom edge
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opening. Edge-join blanks about 1"
oversize in length and width for the file
drawer fronts/backs (Q) and the file
drawer sides (S). Cut parts P, R, and S to
size. Cut parts Q to length, but make
them 107/s" wide.
Note: Set aside scraps of drawer front
and side stock for testing your tablesaw
setup when cutting the lock-rabbet joints.

# To accommodate the hanging-file
#*s rails, the file drawer fronts and backs
are Vz" wider than the sides. Np Vr"
strips off the tops of the file drawer
fronts/backs (Q), where shown on
Drawing 2. Mark these strips so they can
be glued to their mating parts after the
lock-rabbet joints are formed.
Fff Install aV+" dado blade in your table-
€*# 54yy, and attach a 6"-high auxiliary
fence to your rip fence. Following the
four steps of Drawing 3, cut the lock rab-
bets, shown on Drawtng2a, and the bot-
tom grooves in the drawer parts P, Q, R,
and S. Use a follower block to eliminate
chip-out and to steady the na:row pencil
drawer parts while making the cuts.

utrg Retrieve the %" strips cut from the*ff 
file drawer fronts and backs. Glue

and clamp them to their respective parts.
With the glue dry, sand the joints flush.

ffi Draw the finger recesses on the pen-
{#cil and file drawer fronts. where
shown on Drawing 2. Bandsaw, then
sand the recesses.

ffi Cut the drawer bottoms (T, U) to
%,# size. Glue and clamp the drawers
together. Make sure they are square and
flat. With the glue dry, sand the corner
joints flush.

Greate the drop leaf
and doors
$ Cut the stiles (V), drop-leaf rails
,e (W), and door rails (X) to size. Set

aside some scraps of this stock to test
your stub tenon and groove cuts.

# With your regular tablesaw blade,
ffixcut V+"-deep, centered grooves for
the V+"-plywood panels in the edges of
the rails and stiles. To get perfectly-sized
centered grooves, position the fence to
roughly center your scrap stock on the
blade. Make two passes over the blade,
turning the scrap end-for-end between
passes. Test the fit of your plywood. If
necessary, nudge the fence toward the
blade, and make two passes. Repeat this
procedure until a good fit is achieved.
Now cut all the grooves in the rails and

56

I uncnrNrNc THE DRAWER eARTS

To make the drawer-side half of the
lock-rabbet joint, cut dadoes across the
drawer sides' ends.

To make the drawer-front half of the
joint, raise the dado blade and cut
grooves in the fronts'ends.

stiles, where shown on Drawings 4 and
4a. The two center stiles (V) in the drop
leaf get grooves along both edges.
{& To form the stub tenons on the ends
t#of the stiles, shown on Drawing 4a,
install a V+" dado blade in your tablesaw,
and attach an auxiliary extension to your
miter gauge. Cut stub tenons, as shown
on Drawing 4b. To ensure a good fit of
the tenons in the grooves, first test the
blade and stopblock positions with your
scrap stock.

Sfi Cut the drop-leaf panels (Y) and*1ffidoor 
panels (Z) to size. The panels

are an exact fit in their respective frames,
so dry-assemble the drop leaf and doors
to make sure the parts go together prop-
erly. Glue and clamp the drop leaf and
doors, check that they are square, and set
them on aflat surface to drv.

ffi Cut three V+xl2z/sxl8i/c" plywood
t#blanks for the drop-leaf liners (AA),
and three l2Vaxl8v2" pieces of plastic

Without moving the blade or fence, cut
the drawer-bottom grooves in the fronts
and sides.

Reposition the fence, and finish the joint
by cutting away part of the groove's
inside l ip.

laminate. (We used black matte-finish
laminate.) Adhere the laminate to the lin-
ers with contact adhesive, keeping the
laminate's edges inside the liners' edges.
Check the stile-to-stile and rail-to-rail
dimensions of the drop leaf s inside face,
and trim the liners to fit, cutting through

To help align them while drilling, push
the no-mortise hinges, knuckle up,
against a small scrap block.
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t/+" grooves
1/4" deep-

Note: Left door shown. See oPening
photo for knob and hinge Placement
on other doors.

'1tla" knob

21/2"

I rnnuE & PANEL ASSEMBLY
no-mortise

b'm

Using wedges to hold the doors in
place, mark the hinge locations on
masking tape adhered to the carcase.

www.woodonline.com

18Y4'

LOWER DOOR

/+" grooves
t/q" deep

2'r/2" no-mortise hin ge

^^-J. 3tl2"

1tl+" knob

both the laminate and plywood. Set the
drop-leaf liners aside. Measure the doors
for the door liners (BB), and cut them to
fit. Glue and clamp the liners to the
doors' inside faces.

.. Mark the knob locations, centered on
the dropJeaf rail and door stiles, where

shown on Drawing 4. Drill the holes.
Locate the hinges, and attach them to the
drop leaf and doors, as shown in Photo B.

Transfer the hinge locations from the
doors to the carcase, as shown in

Photo C. Position an unmounted hinge
on the marks, and use it as a guide to drill
the screw pilot holes. Repeat with the
drop leaf.
Note: Before fitting the doors, make sure
the carcase is not racked. If necessary,
adjust the levelers until the carctse
openings are square.

t/+" stub tenon
t/q" long
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h o m e o f f i c e

473/+'

-

3/ro" washer

#8 x 11/+"
panhead

screw

Magnetic catch

111/q"

Leveler hole

I rrruru ASSEMBLY

surfaces of the drop leaf's panels or the
backs of the drop-leaf liners.

Glue and clamp the drop-leaf liners
in place. Use plywood scraps to

evenly distribute the clamping pressure.
Place the top (O) on the carcase, flush
at the back and centered side-to-side.

and clamp it in place. Using the holes and
slots in the carcase top as guides, drill
pilot holes, and secure the top with pan-
head screws and washers, as shown on
Drawing 5. Remove the clamps.

Screw the hinges to the doors and
hang the doors in their openings.

Appfy the finish
and asserrrble

Remove the hinges from the drop
leaf and doors. Finish-sand all the

parts and assemblies to 220 grit. You do
not need to sand the inside surfaces of
the drop leaf s panels or the backs of the
drop-leaf liners. Ease any sharp edges
with a sanding block.

.Apply two coats of clear finish,
, lightly sanding with220-grit sandpa-

per between coats. We used gloss ure-
thane for the first coat and satin urethane
for the second. Do not finish the inside

58

Magnetic
catch strikes

31/2"

1

Install the magnetic catches, where
shown on Drawing 5. Screw the strike
plates to the doors. Mount the knobs.

Drill pilot holes, and screw the car-
case members of the full-extension

drawer slides to the carcase, where
shown on Drawing 5. The slides' front
edges are l" back from the carcase's
front edge. To position the upper slides,
use an llVc" -wide spacer, as shown in
Photo D. The lower slides sit directly on
the bottom (E). Mark pilot hole center-
lines up 7s" from the drawer sides' lower
edges. Clamp the slides' drawer mem-

Flap stay

WOOD rnagazine March 2002



To easily and accurately position the
drawer slides, clamp an 111c"-wide ply-
wood spacer to the carcase.

bers to the drawers, flush at the front.
Using the holes in the drawer members
as guides, drill pilot holes along the cen-
terlines, and screw the drawer members
in place. Cut the plastic hanging-file rail

into20Vz" lengths, and slip them over the
file drawer sides. Install the drawers.

Screw the hinges to the drop leaf and
mount the drop leaf on the carcase.

Open the doors to support the drop leaf,
inserting scrap blocks to hold it horizon-
tal. Mount the flap stays, where shown
on Drawing 5a. Install the knob, and
mount the magnetic catches and strikes.
Note: The flap stays come with mounting
screws. The drop leaf foot is reversible,
so you can make a right-hand and left-
hand pair. To speed opening, turn the
adjustment screw in; to slow opening,
back the screw out.

Slide the pencil drawers in place.
Install the shelf pins and shelf. After

you move your computer center to its
location, use the levelers to level and true
the carcase. To plug in all our compo-
nents, we located a surge-suppressor out-
let strip in the left-hand cabinet. i

Written by Jan Svec with Charles l. Hedlund
Project design: Kevin Boyle
ll lustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Baldwin Photography

Vc' 211/z' 441/c' CP 1

B drawer shelf Vq' 221/z' 441/q" CP 1

C upper dividers Vtn 211/z' 4' CP 4

D lower dividers Vcu 221/z' 227/s' CP 2

E boilom Vqu 221/z' 441A' CP 1

F front skirt V+' 441/c' 4u CP 1

G sides Vqu 223/c' 52' CP 2

H carcase top 3/tu 22t/z' 44t/q' cP 1

I adjustable shelf Vc' 211/z' 141/8' CP 1

J banding 1/z' 3/qu 9 6 ' C 4

K skirt blocks 31/2' c 2
L drawer slides lqu 1s/rc', 211/cu C 4

M drawer trim {qu 7/a' 101/a' C 2

N back 1/cu 451/q' 48' CP 1

0- top lqu 241/q' 47Vq' EC 1

P oencildrawer
fronts/backs

Vau

cutting diagram

3/q x 48 x 48" Cherry plywood

1 0 ' c 4
Q- file drawer

fronts/backs Vq' 10Tc' 131/t' EC 4

R* oencil drawer sides t/2" 3u 211/z' C 4

S- file drawer sides 1/zu 101/c' 211/z' EC 4

{a'

T pencildrawer
bottoms 91/z' 21' CP 2

U file drawer
bottoms 123/+' 21' CP

V stiles 21/2' 181/q' C 10

W droo-leaf rails 3/"t 21/2' 44Vs' C 2

X door rails !", 21/z' 141/a' C 6

Y drop-leaf panels 1/cu 117/a' 181/q' CP 3

Z door panels 1/^" 95/s' 181/c' CP 3

AA. droo-leaf liners 1/c' 11/a" 17Vc' CP 3

BB door liners V4 91/e' 17Vc' CP 3
'Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions,

Materials Key: CP+herry plywood, C-cherry,
EC-edge-joined cherry.

Supplies: #8x%" panhead screws (16), #8x1%" pan-
head screws (6), %0" flat washers (6), #8x1" flathead
wood screws (18), #20 biscuits, glue, 24x48" plastic
laminate, contact cement, finish.

Buying Grride
Hardware. 2tl2" no-mortise hinges w/screws (9), shelf
supports (4),22' full-extension drawer slides w/screws
(2 pair), magnetic catches w/screws (5), flap stays
w/screws (2), knobs (4), levelers with brackets, (4)
hanging-file rail (4 @ 2'), Order kit no. K1T0302,
$69.95. Woodworke/s Hardware, P.0. Box 180, Sauk
Rapids, MN 56379. Call 800/383-0130 or go to
www.wwhardware.com.

fixed shelf

3/qx51/z x 96" Cherry

s/q x 111/q x 96" Cherrv

s/q x 48 x96"3/q x 111/q x 96" Cherrv

3 /ax91 /qx96"

s /qx9 t /qx96"

3 /qx51 /2x96

3/c x 48 x 96" Cherry plywood

1/q x 48 x 96" Cherry plywood

wrvrv.woodonline.com

1/+ x 48 x 48" Cherry plywood
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Keep €u:ry work area
shipshape with this
acconunodating
accessory.

-ii
rh" rabbelro" O""O:

fflo make this project, all you need is
I some Vz" stock, a small piece of /+"

plywood, your tablesaw, and a dado
blade. For the Vz" stock, we edge-joined
four z/qx5Vzx72" boards in two pairs,
then planed them down. We cut the
I2xI6" back out of plywood left over
from the computer center's back and
drawer bottoms.

I Cut parts A, B, C, D, and F to size.
I You'll have to edge-join three pieces

for the skirt (E). Install aVz" dado blade
in your tablesaw, and cut the rabbets in
the ends of the sides (A). Then cut the
dadoes in the sides and the two shelves
(B). Reset your fence, and cut the Vq"
rabbets V+" deep along the sides' inside

60

back edges. Finish-sand all the parts to
220 git.

$ Glue and clamp the carcase (A/B/C)
&r together. Make sure all the front
edges are flush. Measure the carcase's
diagonals to make sure it is square. With
the glue dry, glue and clamp the top (D)
in place, flush with the sides' back edges
and centered side-to-side. Glue and
clamp the skirt (E) in place, setback3/q"
from the front, then apply the skin
blocks (F). Finish-sand the back (G) and
glue and clamp it in place.

Q Apply the finish. To make brushing
trFthe interior easy, we used several
coats of penetrating oil finish that we
could flow on, then wipe down. al

Written by Jan Svec with Charles l. Hedlund
Project design: Kevin Boyle
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Baldwin Photography

A sides 9u 171A', EC

B shelves Y2n $Vq' lt EC 5

C dividers Y2' 8Vc' 4Vz' EC 2
D top Yz' 91/2' 13Vz' EC 1
E skirt Y2' 11Yz' 1y4' EC 1
F skirt blocks t/2' 11A' 1y4' C

G back Y4" 12' 16" CP 1
Materlals Key: E0-edge-joined cherry, C-cherry,
CP-cherry plywood.
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We test 1lO-volt
dust collectors
at or under $300

o your grandfather,

"dust collection" in the
i'rjli','

iri.1,,i,i-i shop meant a broom

and dustpan. But, as we've

learned more about the health

hazards of workshop dust,

woodworkers have placed a

higher priority on collecting

debris at its source. And, tool

manufacturers have followed

suit by including dust-collection

ports on more of their products.

Of course, to use those ports,

you need a dust collector. For

this article, we put nine dust

collectors-all with 1 1O-volt

motors-through their paces.

These single-stage models, rated

at 1 or 1t/zhorsepower, have

enough suction to effectively pull

dust from any home woodwork-

ing machine. And, at a top price

of only $300, you needn't worry

about sucking your bank

account dry.

Airflow expert Dr. Greg Maxwell
(background) records data while
WOOD@ magazine tool tester Jeff
Hall adds resistance to the airflow
during testing of the Delta 50-850.
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Accrrnte ratings reqrrire
sophisticated tests
After assembling the machines, we "sea-
soned" the filter bags twice by sucking
up equal amounts of workshop dust, then
emptying them and tapping them clean.
This simulated workshop conditions in
preparation for the airflow tests.

To ensure the validity of our testing, we
enlisted Dr. Greg Maxwell, an airflow
expert from Iowa State University. With
his help, we built a test rig (shown oppo-
sire) consisting of 40" of 4"-diameter
PVC pipe with a pitot tube at the
dust-collector inlet and a manometer (to
measure air velocity and static pressure).
At the open end of the pipe, we mounted
an adjustable restrictor, which we gradu-
ally closed to simulate specific static
pressure (SP) losses. These SP losses rep-
resent the resistance caused by ductwork
that you might add to the collector.

Using the data gathered at each SP
interval from wide-open to closed, we
built a performance curve for each
model. The perforrnance curve shows
the volume of air the dust collector can
move at various static pressures. While
conducting those tests, we also measured

the maximum amperage of each motor at
I l0 volts. And, we took sound-level
readings using a decibel meter mounted
about 6'high and 8'from each collector.

Finally, to see how high-efficiency,
l-micron filter bags would affect air-
flow, we equipped each collector with
1-micron bags made to the same dimen-
sions as the original bags. We then
repeated the airflow test, and again built
a performance curve for each model.

Flrst, figrrrre how rnrrch
collector you rreed
Many woodworkers first buy a dust
collector, then figure out how they'll
connect it to their tools. However, it
makes more sense to plan your ductwork
(even if it's only a piece of flexible hose)
before you purchase anything.

That's because every inch of duct
diameter, every foot of length, and every
elbow adds resistance (SP loss). As the
resistance increases, the volume of air
the dust collector can move through the
ductwork (stated in standard cubic f-eet
per minute, or SCFM) decreases.

Once you decide on what size ducting
to run and where, you can calculate the
total SP loss in your ductwork. In
WOODa magazine issue 119 (page l6),
we give detailed instructions on figuring
your dust-collection needs. (If you don't
have that issue, you'll find the article on
our Web site-www.woodonline.com.
Under the WOOD magazine button,
click on Woodworking Basics.)

Before you hunt for the article, though,
let's look at a quick example of SP loss
in 4" duct. A tablesaw requires 350 cfm
of airflow. Hook it up to your dust col-
lector with a straight l0' run of ridgid
duct and 5' of flexible hose, and your
dust collector will have to draw 350 cfm
at 1.J5" of static pressure. Hook your
tablesaw directly to the dust collector
with l0' of flexible hose, and now the
dust collector has to draw the same 350
cfm, but at2.l" of static pressure.

These curves show
rGf, l- shoP perforttlance
The air through a dust-collection system
must move at a rate of least 3.500 feet
per minute to keep woodworking dust
and debris suspended until it reaches the
collector. In order to achieve that veloci-
ty through 4" round duct, a dust collector
must pull no less than 305 scfm. As the
Dust Collector Performance Curves
With 4" Duct charI, at left, shows, all of
the models achieved at least that level
with our test rig attached.

But what happens when you add duct-
work to the collector? The resistance
added by the ductwork reduces the speed
and volume of air moving through it. So,

Before we began testing these machines, we went to our WOOD ONLINEo
(www.woodonline.com) discussion groups and asked readers to tell us the top
three things they wanted to know about dust collectors. Here's what you asked for:

SUCTfON "l don't care so much about the 'rated' CFM of a unit-only how well
. ft pertorms." Dave Hanke, Oshkosh, Wis.

, BAG QUALITY "Bags have a huge influence on dust-collector pertormance,
,. just as a saw btade has on a saw." Jim Halbert, Kimberling City, Mo.
,' KEEP lT FAIR "Iesfs should be set up with identical environments.... Quality

manometers, pitot tools, and ammeters should be used in identical
configurations for all machines."Jim Becker, New Hope, Pa.
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DUST COLLECTOR
PERFORMANCE CURVES WITH 4'' DUCT

6.0

5.0

4.4

3.0 Jet D0-t1{il
Penn State DC2-5

Slatf OCIB-XL

2.0 0elta 50-840
Craftsman 29$78

..!et [e-65S
Grizzly G$27

0 100 200 300 400 500 600
AIRFLOW (standard cubic feet per minute)

*To learn how to determine this figure, see WOOD Magazine issue 1 19, page 16, or go to www.woodonline.com and
under theWOOD Magazine bufton click on Woodworking Basics.

305 cfm required to keep
wood dust suspended in air.
(3,500 fpm velocity in 4" duct)

TO USE THIS GRAPH:
1. Find the resistance
(static-pressure) of
your ductwork along
the lefi side of the
grapn.
2. Draw a horizontal
l ine across the graph
at that resistance.
3. Now find the
airflow requirement*
of your shop's most
suction-demanding
tool along the bottom
of the chart, and
draw a vertical line
up the graph at that
airflow.
4. Any machine with
a oedormance curve
above and to the right
of the intersection of
those two lines will
be sufficient for your
svslem.
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d u s t w o r t h y  c o m p a n i o n s

for example, if you add a 90o elbow and
I' of straight pipe (enough to increase the
resistance to 2"), the Grrzzly G8027 falls
below the minimum airflow require-
ment. The Craftsman 29978 and Jet
DC-650 performed only a little better.
These machines are suitable for use only
with a short run of flex hose on most
woodworking tools.

On the other hand, you could increase
the resistance on the Delta 50-850 and
Grizzly Gl028Z to nearly S"-1[11'g
about 40' of 4"-diameter straight pipe
and two 90o elbows-before their air-
flows would drop below 305 scfm,
rnaking them good candidates for a mid-
sized central dust-collection system. The
Jet DC-1100 and Penn State DC2-5 also
fared well in this test.
Note: Due to clffirences in testing pro-
cedures, our cfn ratings may not ntotclt
those cluoted bv the manufacturers.
Because we tested all of the muchines
identicallv, oltr nuntbers provicle a fair
head-to-ltead contpctrison of the tested
ntodels. However, don't cotnpore our

ttttntbers to the published specs of
dust collectors not in this test.

For rnost,33filter
bagtt is a rnisnotner

All of the dust collectors in our
test have two bags. The top bag
functions as a filter, separating
dust particles from the air as it
passes through the bag and back
into the shop. The bottom bag,
made fiom the same material as
the top bag, stores the collected
dust while also providing some
filtration.

The bags on most of the tested
collectors won't trap anything
smaller than 30 microns. That disap-
points us, because particles from .5-10
microns in size are the most hazardous to
your respiratory system, and these bags
don't come close to that filtration level.
Only Penn State ships polyester/felt bags
that filter down to 5 microns.

Even 5-micron bags allow hazardous
dust through, however. Fortunately,

The release lever on the Grizzly G8027's bag
clamp bent easi ly when closing i t .  Since our test,
a Grizzly spokesman told us they would improve
the clamps.

Delta, Grizzly, and Jet off-er I -micron

bags as an optional upgrade, and we
think they're worth the extra expense.
(See What You Need To Know About
Aftermarket Ba_es, below.)

Depending on the type and amount of
work you do, the capacity of the storage
bag may be an issue. The debris created
by a tablesaw or sander won't quickly

We were curious to learn how high-
ef f ic iency,  1-micron f i l ter  bags would
affect the performance of the collec-

tors, so we asked American Fabric
Filter (800/367-3591) to craft a set of
1-micron bags for the dust collectors

in the test ,  made to the same dimen-
sions as the factory bags.

After seasoning the new bags, we
duplicated the airf low test, and as you
can see by the How Performance
Changes With High-Efficiency Bags
chart, left, the 1-micron bags improved
the air f low of  the models by up to 133
scfm, whi le keeping al l  but  the t in iest
dust particles contained. How can this
be? Al though the 1-micron "holes" are
signi f icant ly smal ler  than the 30-
micron "holes" in the or ig inal-
equipment bags, there are also sub-
stantially more of them, which explains
the improved performance. (Penn
State's performance didn't change
much with the upgraded bags because
their S-micron bags are already more
eff ic ient  than the others,  and sl ight ly
oversized.)

AFF's Stan Wnukiewicz to ld us he
could improve the perfomance of the
collectors even more. For the best
suction, he typically oversizes the fi l ter
bag-sometimes even doubling its
size-for optimal performance. So, we
also let him build an "optimized" set of
bags, shown in Photo C, for the
lowest-volume collector in the test-
Ihe Grizzly G8027-to see how much
we could increase its performance.

8.0

HOW PERFORMANCE CHANGES
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Test conducted using
high-efiiciency,
1-micron lO-ounce
shaker-felt filter bag
and 1 6-ounce poly-
ester-felt storage bag,
made by American
Fabric Filtet to same
size* as factory bags.
Bags were dirtied
twice, then tapped
clean to simulate
workshoo conditions.
Airflow measurements
taken at dust-collector
inlet with oitot tube
inside 40"-long,
4"-diameter PVC drain
pipe. Static pressures
measured at same
location with
manometer.

Penn State 0C2-5
ijslta l*-f4ti

Penn Stale DCI B-Xt
Craftsman 299?8

Grizzly G8027

0 100 200 300 400 500 600
AIRFLOW (standard cubic feet per minute)

. These high-efficiency bags are actually slightly smaller than Penn State's factory bags, which are l6-ounce
polyesterfelt, Therefore, the Penn State collectors showed little change in performance trom the factory-equipped bags.



fill the srnall bags on the Craftsman,
Delta 50-840, Gnzzly G8021, and Jet

DC-650. But the size and volume of

chips produced by a planer or jointer can

overwhelm those same bii-es. Delta's 50-

850, with 6 cubic f'eet of capacity, nearly

triples the capacities of those models.
(Just as this issue went to press, Delta

replaced the 50-840 with the 50-775. See

the note under the 50-775 photo on poge

66 for detai ls.)
Incidentally, it's ten-rpting to let that

storage bag fill up completely before

emptying it, but that's a bad idea fbr a

couple of reasons. First, as the bag fills,

it reduces the total filtration area. result-

ing in increased pressure inside the bags,

and reducing suction. Second, that extra
internal pressure forces larger dust parti-

cles through the bag and back into the
shop air. Emptying the bag frequently

relieves that pressure. Both Penn State

models and the Jet DC-650 have clear
p last ic  windows s t i tched in to  the i r

storage bags to help you keep tabs on

bag-changing t ime.

Reattaching the bags to the dust collec-

tor is a chore that hasn't changed much

over the years. Most come with quick-

release metal band clamps, which thread

through belt loops around the bag open-

ing. The quick-release clamps on the

Delta 50-850 are easier to open than the

others because the release lever isn't
buried in the clamp when closed. The

release levers on the Grrzzly G8027 are

made of a soft metal that bent easily (see

Photo A). However, after learning of our

findings, Grizzly's Bill Crofutt told us

they would improve the clamp.
The Grizzly 10282 improves on the

belt-loop concept with a stitched pocket

around the bag opening that captures the

band and makes it easier to slip over the

rim. The unit we tested used hose-clamp

style bands that require a screwdriver to

lossen and tighten, which we found a

nuisance. Again, Crofutt responded by

saying they would immediately switch to

quick-releiise clamps.
Rather than a band clamp, the storage

bass of the Craftsman and Jet DC- I 100

have a springy hoop built in to the mouth

of the bag. Collapse the hoop, as shown

in Photo B, insert it inside the rim, and it

snaps into place. Removal is just as easy,

Rather than a traditional bag clamp, the
Jet DC-1100 has a spring-steel hoop
stitched into the bag's mouth for effort-
less bag removal and reinstallation.

The optimized bag set for the Grizzly
G8027 performed better-even with the
storage bag full-than the factory bags
did when empty.

AFF's Wnukiewicz says the opti-
mized bags he bui l t  for  us,  including a
du rable, non-breathable cotton-duck
bottom bag, would cost in the neigh-
borhood of $100. But he can get the
same performance by using a dispos-
able 5-mil plastic bag on the bottom,
cutting the cost to about $55. All of
AFF's bags are custom built, so theY
can tailor the bags to your space
requirements and budget.

Case Study: Grizzly G8027
HOW OPTIMIZED FILTER BAGS AFFECT PERFORMANCE
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Storage Bag Full

-*,".**' With factory bags

..aF With factory-size
1-micron bags

{F With optimized bags

- Top and bottom bags:
3)-micron cotton sateen.
-" Top bag: 16o2. Polyester felt;
bottom bag: 10 oz. Shaker felt;
total filtration area: 2,100 sq. in.
..- Top bag: 10o2. Shaker felt;
bottom bag: cotton duck; total
filtration area: 2.600 sq. in.
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The Case Study chart, above, shows
that with the optimized bags empty,
we found virtually no suction differ-
ence between the factory-sized
1-micron bags and the opt imized bags
(although both outperformed Grizzly's

www.woodonline.com

empty factory bag by 33 scfm). But
look at the numbers when the storage
bag is fu l l .  The opt imized bags added
nearly 80 scfm over the factory bags
whi le also improving the machine's
static pressure level.
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s#
CRAFTSMAN 29978 1 1 0 7.2 r @4" 1 0 2.4 30 60  f f i o 7A A,H 6' 1 yr. T 72 $300

DELTA
50-840- 110/220 9.9 1 @ 4 ' . t 0 2 . 1 30 60 H M 6' 2 y r . T 57 210

50-850 1101220 12.1 2@4" 11112 6.0 30 82 u T 6 H M 8' 2y( . T 100 300

GRIiZLY
G8027 1 1 0 5.0 1@4', a 2.2 30 AA tI n 68 H,M,P 1 yr. 79 130.

G10282 110/220 13.9 1 @ 6 "  o r 2 @ 4 " 1 1 5.4 30 78 u 74 H , M , P 1 yr. 1 1 6 240-

JET
DC-650 110/220 8.3 1 @ 4 ' , 91lz z . l 30 =I 74 A , H , M 10 ' 2 y l T a4 220

DC-1 100 110/220 10.7 1 @ 6 "  o r 2 @ 4 " 1 1 4 . 1 30 79 82 A,H,M 6' 2yr . T 1 1 0 300

PENN STATE
DClB.XL 110t220 7.9 1@5"  or2@4" 1 0 4.7 60 G u 72 H 2 y r T 66 220'

DC2-5 110t220 10.9 1@6"  or2@4" 1 0 5.6 t 6 o I o u 78 H c o 2yr . T 130 300-

I Forspecincafionsonothertypesoftools,cl ic-kon 1,,
| 'Tool Comoarisons" at wgrr.wmlmell aam 1.. : . . ' .

3. Amperage draw at 1 10 volts, 5. I Excetlent 6. Measured B' f rom blower 7. (A) 4,,-to-2" adapter 8. (C) Chinameasured with no ductwc
attachedtoinret 

)rk 
Ecooo ;:l?Si::L::;H[i;,:1, ,'il] f."ii.,".o"n, iri r"i*an

4. Smailest particte that fitter can ffi rair 
;:1'*""1:?:'tn "** 

(P) Plastic botto-m g' .Price does not

etfectively remove lrom airflow. 
trom meter' include shipping

cnarges.

f{OTEri:

1. '50-840 replaced by 50-775. See note
under photo of 50-775 below.

2. All models come prewired for 1 1O volts.

\ r ' '*r
* - l

-r/od "'v%s I

^r T
JET
srm?ltoolr

" " " - . J

Craftsman 29978
The convenient hooped storage
bag makes removing and rein-
stalling the bottom bag a breeze.
But this machine's suction is well
below similarly priced units.
Visit your local Sears store.
www. se a rs. co m/c raft s m a n
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Delta 50-775
(Replaces 50-840 in tests)

Although this machine was unavail-
able at the time of our test, a Delta
official told us that changes made to
its predecessor did not change the
performance of the unit.
800/438-2486
www. d e ltam a c h i n e ry. co m

Grizzly G8027
This unit costs $90 less than
any other machine tested, ano
not surprisingly had the low-
est suction. You can hook it up
to one machine with no duct-
ing and get by.
800/523-4777
www.grizzly.com

Jet DC-650
0n the low end of the suction scale
with the original-equipment bags.
However, high-efficiency bags net-
ted us an extra 133 scfm, greaily
improving airflow and static pres-
sure, Windowed storage bag shows
how full the bag is.
800/274-6848 www.jettoots.com

Penn State DCI B-XL
This unit delivered the most
suction of the 1 -hp units, and
did it while capturing dust as
small as 5 microns. That com-
bination makes it our favorite
for the small shop.
800/377-7297
vvww. p e n n state i n d. co m
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but does get more difficult as the bag
becomes full.

Almost all of the bags stayed securely
fastened to the rim, even with the
increased back pressure caused by a full
storage bag. The only exception was the
Craftsman, which lacks a flange on the
rim. In our tests, the filter bag popped off
repeatedly and sent a cloud of dust drift-
ing through the shop. Upon learning of
this, Craftsman's Bryan Meyer told us
that beginning in early 2002 they would
replace the band clamp with an internal
hoop like that found on the storage bag.

Mobility and rtrore
.Mobility. Although we didn't have any
major problems getting from place to
place with these units, some are less
maneuverable than others. Most have a
wide base and four swivel casters, so we
could move them easily in any direction
without fear of tipping over. We down-
graded both the Jet DC-650 and the Penn
State DC2-5 because they have a pair of
fixed casters and a pair of swivel casters,
so steering them into a tight spot is akin
to parallel parking your car.

Delta 50-850
A voracious collector when it comes to air-
flow, and one of our top picks. The quick-
release clamos on this model are the easiest
to operate among those tested, and felt the
most substantial. A good choice for a small
central-collection system.
800/438-2486
www. d e lta m ac h i n e ry. c o m

. lnteractive Tool Review: Talk about these dust collectors with fellow
woodworke rs (www.woodmagazi ne.com/wood mal l/charts).

.  Calculate Your Dust Col lect ion Needs (www.woodmagazine.com,
click on WOODa magazine, then Woodworking Basics).

.  Bui ld A Cyclone Dust Col lector (www.woodstore.woodmal l .com/
cycduscol .html) .

The Craftsman and the Penn State
DCIB-XL are the only units to provide
an actual handle to help mobility. With
the others, you grab the machine wher-
ever you can, usually by the bag rim.
.Noise. Although these machines are
plenty loud, they lack the annoying
whine of a universal motor, so you may
be tempted to take lightly the threat of
hearing damage. However, most fell in
the 72-78 decibel (dB) range, with the
Grizzly G8021the quietest at 68 dB, and
the Jet DC-1100 the loudest at 82 dB.

Orrr collective opinion
For a small central-ductwork system, the
Delta 50-850 and the Grizzly Gl028Z
outperformed all of the other models in
the test, pulling more than 500 scfm
while still delivering enough static pres-
sure to overcome the resistance of the

ductwork. By the time you figure rn
shipping charges for the Grrzzly, even
the price is about a wash. If we were
buying, we'd certainly spend the extra
money for high-efficiency, l-micron
bags, whether from the manufacturer or
an aftermarket provider.

If your plan is to move the collector
from tool to tool, we think you'll be hap-
piest with the Penn State DCIB-XL. It
delivered the most airflow of the smaller
machines in our test, and comes with the
5-micron bags. Delta's 50-840 and Jet's
DC-650 deserve honorable mention
here: When we equipped them with
high-efficiency aftermarket bags, they
both outperfbrmed the DCIB-XL. +

Written by Dave Campbell  with Jeff Hall
Photographs: Baldwin Photography
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Grizzly G1O28Z
A top performer, about on par with the
Delta 50-850 in terms of airflow. Since
our test, Grizzly has switched to quick-
release bag clamps on this model.
Shipping costs bring this to about the
same orice as the Delta 50-850.
800/523-4777
www.grizzly.com

Je t  DC-1100
Priced the same as the Delta 50-850, this col-
lector doesn't perform up to the level of the
Delta 50-850 or Grizzly G10282. We like the
hooped storage bag that makes removing and
reinstall ing the bag a snap.
800/274-6848
www. jettools.com

Penn State DC2-5
Standard-equipment 5-micron bags
provide the finest filtration in the test,
but it doesn't pull numbers like the
Delta 50-850 or Grizzly G10282.
Windowed storage bag shows when
the bag is getting full.
800/377-7297
www.pennstateind.com
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Tryyour hand
at this simple,
yet elegailt, design.



very home can use another shelf unit, whether you filI it with prized col-

lectibles, photos and artwork, display pieces, or even books. And this sturdy,

yet highly stylish, design from the Meier brothers, Christian and Robert, of

Santa Cruz,California, fits nearly anywhere. (For more information on the Meiers, see

the November 2001 issue of WOODamagazine.)

As an added bonus, you'll learn the ins and outs of the loose tenon, a joinery method

that involves making mortises in two mating parts, then joining them with a third

piece, the loose tenon. The name refers to the fact that the tenon is made from a sep-

arate piece of wood instead of being shaped as an integral part of a leg or rail. As

you'll discover, loose tenons make rock-solid joints.

Start by brriteling
a pair of frarnes
X nip a 30" length of 3/q"-thick cherry
& 3/s" wide for the loose tenons. Chuck

a 3/to" round-over bit into your table-
mounted router, and rout all the edges of
the strip. Crosscut eight tenons lts/ro"
long and four tenons that are t%0" long.

ffi Cut four tAx3Vzx34" blanks for the
Sxlegs (A). Referring to Drawing 1,
draw the taper on each leg. Bandsaw the
taper, cuffing to the line's waste side.

S Use double-faced tape to adhere a
*#s1pi*htedge along the marked taper.
Chuck a flush-trim bit into your table-
mounted router, and adjust it so that the
bearing contacts the straightedge.
Referring to Photo A, trim the edge
flush. Repeat for the other three legs (A).

ffi tvtart the location of the shelf-pin
*T{ 

hole on the inner (untapered) edge of
each leg (A), where shown on Drawing 1.
Drill the hole with aVq" bitin a doweling
jig to ensure that it is perpendicular and
centered in the thickness of the leg.

I Cut the lower rails (B) and the upper'" 
rails (C) to the sizes listed in the

Materials List.

To avoid chipping, extend the straight-
edge past the leg's end. Begin routing at
the wider bottom portion, and move
toward the narrower top.

www.woodonline.com

,fl:'Referring to Drawings la and 1b,
''ii-,r'3 mark the hole centerpoints for the
mortises in parts A, B, and C. Make cer-
tain that the mortise near the bottom of
each leg (A) is on the untapered edge
(same edge as the shelf-pin hole).

ffMark the centerlines, and dill 3/s"

,.1.%. holes to remove most of the waste in
the mortises. as shown in Photo B. Use a
chisel to smooth the side walls of each
mortise. but leave the mortises' ends
rounded to match the loose tenons.
L',Referring to Drawings 1c and 1d,
:s", drill the counterbores and screw-
shank holes in the face of the legs (A)
and the upper rails (C).
if ..,,To check the fit, dry-assemble the
',.'i front and rear frames, each consist-
ing of a pair of legs (A), a lower rail (B),
an upper rail (C), and loose tenons. Glue
and clamp the frames, measuring the
diagonals. When the diagonals are equal,
the frames are square. Make certain that
the frames are flat. With the glue dry,
finish-sand the frames to 220 git.

Nour for tlre slalted sides
"ffi Resaw and plane walnut lumber to
& 3A" thick for the side slats (D), and

cut them to size. Chuck a 3/ro" round-
over bit in your table-mounted router,

When drilling the mortises, use a dowel-
ing jig to keep your drill bit centered and
vertical. The bit stop controls the depth
as shown here with bottom shelf (G).

and rout the slats' edges, where shown
on Drawing 1.
'':r, Cut the top side rails (E) and the bot-
i:,.:itoilr side rails (F) to size. Referring

to Drawing le, use your drill press to
drill the Vz" counterbores and Vq" holes
in the top side rails (E).
' ,, Referring to Drawings le and lf,
:':ri'rn?rk the centerpoints of the mortise

holes. Following the procedure you used
on the front and rear frames, drill and
chisel the mortises.

i Glue and clamp two side assemblies,'',.,,, 
each consisting of a top side rail @),

a bottom side rail (F), and two side slats
(D), as shown in Drawing 1. To keep the
rails (E, F) parallel and properly spaced
when clamping the assembly, cut four
pieces of scrapwood 29Vq" long, and
insert two of these spacers between each
pair of rails. Check that the side assem-
blies are square and flat.

Prrtting it all together
Edge-join stock to make an oversize

*'' blank for the bottom sheH (G). Cut it



s h e l v e s  w i t h  f l a i r

to size. Referring to Drawing 19, mark
the centerpoints of the holes, then drill
and chisel the mortises. You'll notice
that the mortises in the bottom shelf are
1" long, but that the mortises in the bot-
tom side rails are only 3/4" long. During
assembly, the loose tenons are glued into
the rails' mortises, but not into the
shelfs mortises. This "floating" con-
struction allows the bottom shelf to
expand and contract freely. Finish-sand
the shelf (G) to 220 gnt.

Glue the loose tenons into the bot-
tom side rails (F), and wipe off any

glue that squeezes out.
Place one of the side assemblies
(D/E/F) on edge on your workbench,

and slip the mortises in the bottom shelf
(G) onto the tenons protruding from the
bottom side rails (F). Add the other side
assembly to the opposite end and clamp,
centering the shelf s width on the length
of the bottom side rails.

To keep the side assemblies parallel
to each other, clamp two 3O"-long

scrapwood spacers between the top side
rails (E). Square the side/shelf assembly
(D/E/F/G) by measuring the diagonals,
and clamp it to your workbench. On top
of this assembly, align the front frame
(A/B/C), with the tops of the rails (B, F)
flush. Using the holes in the counter-
bores as guides, dnll1/u" pilot holes 1"
deep into the top and bottom side rails
(E, F), and drive in the 1/2" screws.
Repeat for the back frame (A/BiC).
Remove the clamps and spacers.

Cut 16 t/2"-long plugs from a 3/s"
walnut dowel, and glue one into each

counterbore, where shown on Drawing 1.
If you want to make your own dowels,
see the shop tip, right.

Drill a 7a" hole in the end of a s/tex2x6"
board. Place the board over the protrud-
ing plug and saw and sand it flush.

70

After the glue dries, trim all of the
plugs as shown in Photo C. We used

a Japanese pull saw, but you could sub-
stitute arazor saw from a hobby shop.

Edge-join stock to make an oversize
blank for the top (H). Cut it to size.

Tilt your tablesaw blade, and cut the
chamfer on the ends, where shown on
Drawing th. Finish-sand it to 220 gnt.

Edge-join stock to make an oversize
blank for the center shelf (I). Cut it to

size. To keep the shelf from sliding, use
a 3/8" Forstner bit and chisel to make
small recesses in its bottom surface to
engage the shelf rests, where shown on
Drawing 1i. Test-fit the center shelf, then
finish-sand itto 220 git.

Appfy the finish, and
youtre finished

Using a sanding block and 220-git
paper, give the completed project a

quick once-over, easing any sharp edges.
Remove the dust with a tack cloth,
and apply a clear finish. We brushed

on a first coat of gloss urethane. With the
first coat dry, we lightly sanded with
220-git sandpaper, then applied a final
coat of satin urethane.

With the finish dry, center the top
(H) side-to-side and end-to-end on

the top side rails (E). Use the holes in the
top side rails as guides to drill pilot holes
into the top. Put the washers on the
screws, and drive them in. Add the shelf
pins and the center shelf (I). lF

Written by Robert J. Settich with Charles l. Hedlund
Project design: Robert Meier
ll lustrations: Mike Mittermeier; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Baldwin Photography

l! ueeeR MoRTtsE DETATL
-1*Jls7ru

* 
1e/ta"

,l--rl
1 3/e,, 

'

3 / a X 3 / a X 1 t s / t a

loose tenon
*13/'ra"

3/a x 3/q" mortise
1 " deep

lS loweR MoRTtsE DETATL

3/a X 3/q" mortise
1 " deep

3/a x 3/+ x 115/'ra" loose tenon

lE uppeR scREW DETATL

3/8" counterbore
t/q" deep with an
11/a+" hole
centered inside

lll lowrR scREW DETATL
7e" counterbore
t/q" deep with an
1/oa" holg
centered inside

11/q'

17/8"

) i ( 3 i l l i
Geltinq trorrnd to
rnakin! dowels
To make your own 7e"-diameter dowels,
start by ripping a 14'length of walnut.l" p*3/a" square. Chuck a V.ta" round-over bit
into your table-mounted router, and
position the fence flush with the bit's
pilot bearing. Make start and stop marks
on the fence 1l+" trom the bit's center.
By routing only between these marks,
you'l l keep the ends of the blank square
to guide the cuts. Place the end of your
blank on the start mark at the left of the
bit with the other end angled away, clearing the bit. Pivot the blank into the
running bit and move it to the left, as shown, unti l the blank's trail ing end
meets the stop mark to the right of the bit. Repeat on the remaining three
sides of the blank. Cut off the square ends.
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"Note: Center the doweling jig at
these points to form the mortises.

37',

1

@ roe srDE RAIL DETATL
12" counterbore't/2" deep
with a t/q" hole centered inside

| 1/2"

/ , , , ,"

)--- fi eorroM srDE RAIL DETATL

@ aorroM MoRTtsE DETATL

ll! roe DETATL

Enatetr&a$s list

A. legs 3/cu 31/q' 34' c 4

B lower rails 3/q' 2' 30' C 2

C upper rails 3/q' 2' 40" C 2

D side slats 3/e' 11/2', 301/4' w 4

E too side rails 3/t' 2' 10' C

F bottom side rails 3/q' 2' 10" C

G-bottom shelf 3/q' 9u 30" EC 1

H. top 3/qu 9u 37' EC 1

l- center shelf 3/q' 111/z' 297/a" EC 1
-Parts initially cut oversize, See the instrructions.

It,lateriaIs Key: C-cherry, E0-edge-joined cherry,
W-walnut.

$upplies: #8x11/z" flathead wood screws (16); #8x2"
roundhead wood screws (a); #8 SAE flat washers (4);
%" shelf pins (a); 14" length of %" walnut dowel.

f
2',
t

chamfer

washer

a 1 0 "

r
z',
L

1 0 "

3/s X 3/q X 15Aa" IOOSe tenOn
(Glue to@only . )

%" hole
1/4" deep with an
11/aq" hole
centered inside

l[ gHplr D.ErArL- (bottom side shown)

Step 1 Drill a 7e" hole
/e" deep.

Step 2 Chisel out to edge to form
recess for shelf pin.

wxx*tf;xng d*agrnm

3/+ x 51/z x 96" Cherry

D D
3/+ x 41/z x 72" Walnut

*Resaw and plane to the
thickness l isted in the
Materials List.

3/qx71/q x 120" Cherry (2 needed)

urww.woodonline.com

i27A6':
11 /e" !213/16':

*33/'ra':

-2V4"- 11/2" -21/2"a 
11/2"

3/a x 3/q" mortise
lz" deep

3/a x 1" mortise't/2" 
deep

lr/

@

3/+ x 51/z x 96" Cherry (2 needed)
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Tlrese readers
captured the top
prizes in our
Great Arrrerican
IlTorlcslrops Gontest
t t foodworkers take great pride in their work-
lf,t shops, and they love getting new tools.
U U For those very reasons, we knew we'd

get a huge response when we announced the Great
American Workshops Contest, sponsored by
WOOD@ Magazine and the DeWalt Industrial Tool
Company. After all, what could be better than get-
ting free tools just for showing off your shop?

The response was tremendous. We received
more than 400 entries in eight categories.
Thousands of photographs detailed evefihing from
huge, elaborate shops filled with every conceivable
woodworking tool and accessory to tiny niches
stolen away wherever space would permit.

Whether large or small, every shop was filled with
inventive ideas to make woodworking more enjoy-
able, safer, and more productive. Here's a look at
some of the best. And keep an eye on upcoming
issues for some great shop projects based on
entries in the contest.

Best Ovenll Shop
$3,000 IN DTWALT TOOLS

! Iacques Jodoin spends 20 to 30 hours a rreek
i building projects in his big basement shop.
i .It's chock-full of stationary and portable tools,
i Uut he's sure he'll have noproblem finding
! space for his new cache of Delltalt equipment.

tr
t*

I
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acques Jodoin of Cumberland,
Ontario, doesn't have a typical
cramped basement workshop. His

basement is one 1,750-square-foot room,
and it's all shop. As you can see in the
photos, below left andright, and the floor
plan below, Jacques filled every inch
of the space with an impressive
collection of tools that rivals many pro-
fessional shops.

His arsenal includes almost every sta-
tionary machine imaginable, such as a
3-hp cabinet saw, a 20" planer, a 20"
bandsaw, an 8" long-bed jointer, a panel
saw, and many other industrial-grade
machines. There's also space for an
array of smaller machines and portable
power tools.

Though Jacques' shop is crowded, it's
organized into efficient work centers.
The tablesaw, planer, shaper, radial-arm
saw, and jointer, for example, are in one
area, which lessens the need to move big
boards around. Another area houses a
large workbench/assembly table that is
ringed by portable tools and clamps. A
large dust collector and several smaller
vacuums help keep the shop clean, and
a dedicated 200-amp electric service
supplies plenty of power.

Even with careful planning, getting the
layout just right was a challenge. "I
would just move a tool into position and
try it as I was setting up. If it didn't work,
I'd try another spot," he says.

Jacques spent more than 30 years with
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, and

was transfened eight times.When he and
his wife, Eileen, moved into their current
home 18 years ago, it took two trucks
and five or six men just to move the
shop. Jacques even dug and cut an exte-
rior doorway into the basement so the
tools could be moved in.

Jacques took early retirement in 1990,
and now spends time building furniture
for his children, himself, and for
friends. "They supply the lumber and I
build what they want. I made a copy of
a $14,000 Shaker bedroom set for my
daughter for $2,000 worth of cherry,"
Jacques says. Hundreds ofboard-feet of

hickory are stacked in his garage now,
waiting to be transformed into kitchen
cabinets for a former co-worker.

For several years, Jacques also worked
at a local Home Depot store as a tool
demonsffator, instructor, and salesper-
son. That gave him exffa money for
tools, and allowed him to take advantage
of a few "great deals" on merchandise.

So what does a guy with this much
stuffplan to do with all his new DeWalt
tools? He'lI get a few tools he didn't
have (believe it or not), replace a few old
ones, and give some to his children.
Here's hoping he can find space for it all.

Even in a shop this big, every inch of space counts. These slide-out, rotating platforms
allow benchtop tools to be pulled out when in use and tucked away when not needed.

Exterior
doot,

Rollers -
f f i L
ffig

t l
l e o ' l
I bandsaw I

@

ffif,
Rollers

Perforated hardboard

Ir
Router and
panel saw

This basement shop is
one large room, inter-
rupted only by posts
supporting a length-
wise beam. Tools arc
squeezed into the
space in logicalwork
stations. At far left,
large stationary
machines are grouped
for breaking down
stock. A centralwork-
bench area at boilom
is flanked by portable
tools, bits, and clamps.
Storage and other
tools occupy every
remaining square inch.

16"
drill

press nYm Cutoff
wheel
rtr

/, 
Storage cabinets

oerforated hardboard

Wagon wheels with
jars for fasteners

il@
des |_l.l E

ffiEErffiffirm,

g.@ mfun"rri'i"r'*
f-- --:-=l---lll

I 
eireetEoe ctrimmq' 

I
|-_-Ji--Ponaibr""t" I
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r\--r

4,, ladial-arm"saw 14" bandsaw

converted
to radial rouler

1 2" thickness
planer Ground floor door

to garage
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lmost every woodworker has dreamed of it:
Building custom furniture for paying customers
in a great shop. As long as you're dreaming, you

might as well place the shop on a picturesque rural lot,
surrounded by trees, and just a stone's throw from home.

This scene is reality for Frederick Collins of South
Duxbury, Vermont, who became a professional wood-
worker after 30 years as a high-school woodworking
and building trades teacher. Fred's shop is under his
garagq a timber-framed structure he designed and
built. The building sits on a hillside, giving rhe shop
access on two sides and windows on three.

As you might expect from a shop teacher, the place is
spotless and well-organized, as shown in the floor plan at
right. To minimize clutter, Fred uses a European
combination machine that includes a tablesaw,
jointer/planer, and shaper. Other power tools are arranged
around the shop's perimeter, and hand tools stay on
shelves and in drawers. A cyclone dust collector keeps
dust in check, while a central vacuum simplifies cleanup

Along with original works and architectural details,
Fred builds some reproduction furniture. Even on period
pieces, he doesn't feel the need to stick strictly with tra-
ditional hand tools. "seventeenth and eighteenth century
builders didn't have machines, but they had apprentices.
I look at the machines as my apprentices," he says.

Fred calls his workshop a work in progress. If this is
what the shop looks like partially completed, we can't
wait to see it when it's done.
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Even on a cloudy fall
day, Fred Collins'shop
is warm and bright,
thanks to lots of win-
dows, radiant-slab heat,
and wood paneling.
With a workplace like
this, it might be hard to
go home at day's end.
Of course, Fred's com-
mute is only 20 feet.

gffi*1 ffi
Press 

,tl!lg%

.-.combinationmachine <\ |(Tablesaw,planer,jointer,.rt< 

\ t\yv..fl
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Best Shop Utitizing
DeWalt Tools
$I OOO IN DgWALT TOOLS

ffio* Freyer's Phoenix, Arizona,

ffi workshop looks like a two-car
ffi garage. And when he and his

wife, Samantha, bought the home, the
garuge "was the determining factor,"
Tom says. But cars aren't allowed here,
it's a shop. The overhead doors are long
gone, replaced by a wall and double 4'-
wide. walk-in doors.

Inside, the shop is bright, with white
walls and familiar yellow accents all
around. But the yellow wasn't put there
to better Tom's chances in the contest, it
was there long before. Now retired, Tom
spends a lot of time in his shop, and want-
ed it friendly and welcoming. "Yellow
and white are pleasant colors," he says.

Tom likes his yellow shop accents, and
his yellow DeWalt tools. "The DeWalt
planer is second only to the [table]saw in
importance. I designed the cabinet so
that the tables fold down when not in
use," he says. The planer helps Tom

This portable planer stand is customized down to the outfeed-
table color. lt's holds one of Tom Freyer's well-loved DeWalt tools.

thickness his stock, and an old model
925 DeWalt radial-arm saw handles
crosscutting chores. "You can judge its
age by the picture in the manual featur-
ing dad doing the cutting with mom and
son bearing their approval. Mom is
wearing a frill apron," Tom says.

A DeWalt DW625 router sees action in
a shop-built router table and, as Tom
says, "the versatility of the [cordless]
drilVdriver has retired my corded drills."

With $ 1.000 worth of new DeWalt
tools, Tom may soon be an even bigger
fan of yellow.

Best Oricrinal
Workbef,ch Design
$I,OOO IN DEWALT TOOLS

ike many of us, David Manning
of Flushing, Michigan, has to
share his shop with a couple of

cars. That means mobility and compact-
ness count. David's two-part workbench
system provides a great solution.

The rolling bench features a 2"-thick
top complete with a shoulder vise and a
row of bench dogs. The end opposite the
vise houses a router table. Underneath,
David stashes his portable planer (on a
roll-out shelf), plus has storage for hand
and power tools, bits, and accessories of
all sorts. Doors keep everything tucked
safely away, and the whole bench slips
beneath a mitersaw station built along
one garage wall. With this setup,
David's tools are kept handy, protected,
and always ready for action.

Compact storage simplifies garage-
shop woodworking for David Manning.
The rolling bench has a switched power
strip, making it easy to get plugged in.
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Best Storacre Solrrtion
or Orgalriz-er for One
or More Portable
Porltler Tools
$1,000 IN DrWAL,T TOOLS

lf shop in a one-car gamrge provides
trAadequate space foinon Robinson
of Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. The prob-
lem was that he spent too much time
dragging his tools into position, then
storing them when he was done. To
make set-up and tear-down a snap, he
mounted a slew of benchtop tools on an
ingenious mobile workstation.

The unit holds a tablesaw, router table,
and compound mitersaw, all positioned
with their table surfaces at equal heights
for stock support. A small drill press and
a sanding center store underneath, while
bins and drawers hold portable tools and
accessories. Ron's workstation also has
removable outfeed supports for the
tablesaw and mitersaw, a mitersaw
extension fence, and a benchtop he can
place over the tablesaw and router table
during project assembly or messy work.
Leg levelers keep the 6'-long bench in
place during use, and retract when he
needs to roll it out of the way.

Best Storage Solrrtion
or Organizer for Porltrer
Tool Accessories
(trlades, bits, etc.)
$1,000 IN DEWALT TOOLS

ffieeping drill bits close by and protected
-&&is easy with this rotating orgarizer
made by Jim Maw of Kleinburg, Ontario.
The octagonal, wall-mounted unit rotates on
a central column, allowing access to seven
tool-and-accessory-fil1ed outer panels. Each
panel rotates independently for access to
items stored on both sides. One side of the
octagon is open so Jim can reach items
stored on the central column.

In a space just 16" in diameter and24" talI,
the organizer lets Jim store loads of drill bits;
layout tools; screwdrivers; wrenches; and, as

he says, "everything but the kitchen
sink." We liked the project so much, we'll
feature plans for it in an upcoming issue.

Jim Maw's bit and accessory orga-
nizer proves that good things come
in small packages. Mounted on the
wall, it doesn't eat up floor space.
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l l l  l l t : Best Storage Solrrtion
or Organize- l,o-
Hardrrrare
$1,000 IN DTWALT TOOLS

ffitoring all the hardware you need for
ft#shop projects and other needs can
drive you, well, nuts. Kent Sibley of
Keller, Texas had everything from coffee
cans to small plastic drawer units, and
still had frouble locating the items he
needed. To solve the storage problem, he
built an open cabinet that holds 16lidded,
plastic organizer rays (made by Zag) he
picked up at his local home center.

The carcase and shelves are Vz" birch
plywood joined with simple dadoes. All
exposed edges are banded with 3/+" oak
for appearance and increased rigidity.
Labels on each organizer make it easy to
grab the desired tray. In Kent's case, the
unit measures 34x41x15", and doubles

as a work surface.

Kent Sibley stores hardware in plastlc
trays, but hated digging through the
stack for the one he needed. His cabi-
net makes each tray easy to retrieve.

Best Original
Workshop Safety Idea
$1,000 IN DEWALT TOOLS

dru utting sheet goods safely on the
*#tablesaw requires sturdy supports.
But Ed Bawell of Washington,
Pennsylvania, didn't have space to mount
large extensions to his saw, and found
temporary stands cumbersome. His solu-
tion is a pair of saw-mounted supports
that slide into position when needed, and
tuck out of the way when not in use. One
support extends back as an outfeed sup-
port for long stock, the other extends to
the left of the blade to hold wide sheets.

Each support is made up of two oak
runners with a length of PVC pipe
mounted in between. The pipe's heights
are adjustable to align with the table sur-
face. Ed bent Vsxz/q" steel strap to make
"J" shaped hangers that are bolted to the
saw table for the runners to ride on. |l

Written by: David Stone
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Baldwin Photography; Kevin
O'Connor; Gloria Markel;Terry Zemluck; Lisa
Scale; Patty Recca; Sabrina Bawell
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retrc
desk
$ dbck

ou don't have to remember

black-and-wh ite television

to enjoy this clock. The test pat-

tern, rabbit-ear antenna, and retro

styling are all you need to take you

back to those thrilling days of yes-

teryea6 when a man on a fiery

horse and a hearty "Hi-Yo Silver"

helped bring truth and justice

across the land.

78

actual size

Tr:rn up the tint on your retro T\I
ls clear-finished wood too tame for you? Try coloring the ash body with aniline
dye. (Aniline dyes in dozens of colors ranging from iiamingo pink io vivid green
are available from most woodworking suppry catalogs. see tne Buying eu'ioe.;
Then top coat with spray lacquer. Spray-paint the sides and front 6an-ef black.
with the finishes dry, use S-minute epoxy to assemble the parts.
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s/ta"-dia.
wood bead

1/e x3/a"
roundhead

aluminum rivet
I exnloDED vrEW

#10 anodized wire
2" long

Note: For the movement, knobs, and rabbit ear parts, see the Buying Guide.

A body 13/q' 31/q' 4' A

B- sides y2' l1aa" 31/2', W

C- front panel v$,, 15/16" 13/q' W

-Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials Key: A-ash, W-walnut.

Supplies: Gloss black spray paint, clear satin spray fin-
ish, glue, epoxy.

Buying Grride
Hardware, Clock movement, self-adhesive rubber feet
(4),11/a'half ball, %0" predrilled beads (2), t/ex%" round'
head aluminum rivets (3), #10 anodized aluminum wires
(2),1/e" anodized aluminum flat washers (2). Order kit
no. TV, $18.95 ppd. for one kit or $79.75 for five kits
from Schlabaugh and Sons Woodworking, 72014th
Street, Kalona ,1A52247 , or call 800/346-9663.
Aniline Dye. Call Woodworke/s Supply, 800/645-9292
lor a catalog.

\b\

first, rnake the
clock body

Cut the clock body (A) to the size
listed in the Materials List. We made

ours from l3/+"-thick stock. You also can
glue up thinner stock.

Drill a2Vs" hole3A" deep in the body
(A) for the clock insert, where shown

on Drawing 1. We used a Forstner bit. If
you don't have this size bit, cut the hole
in a t/qx3vax4" blank with an adjustable
circle cutter. Glue the blank to a slishtlv

c

6"
Cutl ines

- 
1/2"

t/e" round-overs

2e/ta

31/2"

Upper block

t/a" rabbet
t/a" deep

Beads
15/'ta"

1%" half bal l

1s /qx31/qx4"

Chamfered

Clock movement
Self-adhesive

aluminum rivet

RABBIT EARS BASE

45"
3/sz" hole
th" deep

t/a" hole
zAa" deep 1tl+" half ball
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Glue and clamp the beaded parts and
the upper block together, keeping the
ends and edges flush.

larger piece of l"-thick stock, sanding
the edges flush when the glue dries.
oi'u;" Drill the holes for the "volume con-
.i,,'i'1r'o1" and "channel changer" knobs,
where shown on Drawing 1.
$ Mark the radii, and round over the''*.: 

top corners of the body (A) on your
stationary disc sander. Finish-sand the
body to 220 git.

Noul for sorne bead rlt'orl
, To form a blank for the beaded por-
:: tion of the sides (B) and front panel

(C), rip three strips of walnut
sAoxlVtox6". Chuck a %" round-over bit
in your table-mounted router, and rout the
sffips, where dimensioned on Drawing 2.
Begin by rounding over the ends, then the
edges of one side of all three pieces with
the bit set so the round-over comes
smoothly to the face of the stock. Then
raise the bit /ro" to create a small step
below the round-over, tum the pieces
over, and rout the remaining edges.
'.':,'Rip a piece of walnut lVrox2sAox6"
, ,for the upper block portion of the

An extension attached to your miter
gauge eliminates chip-out when cutting
the sides (B) from the glued-up blank.

blank for the sides (B). Referring to
Drawing la, rout %" round-overs on the
top and side edges ofeach end. Chuck a
rabbeting bit in your table-mounted
router, and rout a Va" rabbet Vt" deep
around the bottom edges.
'''i. Glue and clamp the three beaded
,;-,. pieces and the rounded and rabbeted
upper block together to form a blank for
parts B and C, as shown in Photo A.

:i'r When the glue dries, clt Vz"-wide
r:,pieces from each end of the blank for

the sides (B), as shown in Photo B.
i-f. To make the front panel (C), take the
,r::i:remaining blank from Step 4 and cut

the upper block from the beaded portion.
Now, slice off a strip of beading about
3/te" thick, as shown in Photo C. Sand the
back flush, then cut part C to length.
Sand a slight chamfer on the ends.

Brrild a pair of
ratrtrit ears
''l' 

From the hardware kit, select the
,n half ball, two predrilled 5/16"

beads, a Vax3/s" aluminum rivet. and two

After separating the upper block from
the beads, mark a cutline and bandsaw
a %0"-thick blank for part C.

anodized aluminum wires. Drill the
holes in the half ball, where shown on
Drawing 1b.
.'i;t Spray-paint the half ball and beads
':. ,gloss black. With the paint dry,
epoxy the rivet in the half ball's center
hole. Epoxy the beads to the wires, and
the wires into the half ball. (To eliminate
waiting time, we used S-minute epoxy.)
Set the rabbit ears aside.

AsserrrJrle the cloclr
,r, Finish-sand the body (A), sides (B),

, ,. and front panel (C) to 220 git. Glue
and clamp the sides to the body, where
shown on Drawing 1. Make sure the
bottoms of the sides are flush with the
bottom of the body and that the sides are
centered front-to-back.
' :; Glue and clamp the front panel to the

;',;,body, keeping it flush at the bottom
and centered between the holes for the
control knobs.
''l; Appty a clear finish. We sprayed on

,1,,i'several coats of satin Deft from a
spray can, sanding lightly with 320-grit
sandpaper after the first coat.
.r! Slip each of the other two rivets from
" .' the hardware kit through an anodized

washer, and epoxy them into the holes
on the front of the body. Epoxy the rab-
bit ears in place.

# Apply the self-adhesive rubber feet
-;,,ii,i1o the bottom of the clock, then insert
the clock movement. i

Written by Jeff Day with Kevin Boyle
Project design: Schlabaugh and Sons
lllustrations: Mike Mittermeier; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Baldwin Photography
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Use these co-sponsors' products
in your project and you may
qualify to win special prizes

L O N G  L I V E  T H E  H O M E "

@
SM
carpet

r.lhddi+tfra4 Mn nZ

KrofuMold

btJSttlMdd
ltElr-il-do

by Andy Serafin
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short cuts
News and notes from the woodworking world

Distincttv
elrtinct crZrnring
t$/eekdays,Andy Serafin works in quality
assurance for B.F. Goodrich near Seattle.
Nights and weekends find him either carv-
ing in his home workshop or searching for
raw material in the Cascade Mountains. In
Andy's case, both of these leisure-time
pursuits complement one another in a
large way. Why is that?

It turns out that for his carving subjects
Andy turns paleontologist and draws upon
research to accurately reproduce in wood
the skulls of long-extinct dinosaurs.
Although he undersizes them, Andy takes
pain to make them anatomically correct.
He's done that so well that the skulls have
been exhibited at a national paleontology
convention and at both the Carnegie
Museum and the American Museum of
Natural History in New York. A 6'-long
Tyrannosaurus rex that Andy crafted even
shared space with dinosaur models from
the popular movie Jurassic Parkwhen
they were displayed at.Seattle's Pacific
Science Center.

And although the western red cedar
Andy uses for carving stock certanly isn't

rare in the Pacific Northwest, his is indeed
special. Andy only carves wood from old-
growth ffees that he salvages from logged
or burned areas. His interest in the extinct
prompted his use of endangered old-
growth stock.

Lftre oak for the future
Travel through the Deep South, and you
can't help but admire the majestic live
oaks you'll see gracing lawns. But 200
years ago, the ftees meant much more
than landscaping.

When American fighting ships were
made of wood, the live oak (Quercus
virginiana) was a tremendous contribu-
tor. Part of a wooden ship's frame were
the "knees," the right-angled supports
where the deck met the sides. They usu-
ally were made of live oak, cut from the
junction of a large root with the trunk.
This wood's continuous twisted grain
proved far stronger than a similar piece
cut from a straight timber.

To ensure such valuable wood for the
Navy's future use, in 1799 the United
States Congress purchased 350 acres of
live oak timberland. By 1845, it had
obtained and set aside over one-quarter

million acres containing these
trees in five southern
states. But after 1860,
when ships were being

fashioned of steel, the
government gradually

released most of the
land for settlement.

However, it
retained 30,000

acres of live oaks on
the Santa Rosa peninsula

near Gulf Breeze, Florida.
and they're there today, pre-

served for contin-
ued enjoyment.l

Photograph: Dean's
Professional Photography, Inc.

2'-long ceratosaurus skull carved



There's No BetterTime to GiveYour Home a Fresh Ner

LookWhetheryou're redecorating a bedroom or starting

a major remodeling job, your home improvement pro-

ject may win a top award. Plus, your home could be

featured in Better Homes and Gardens@ magazine
.w

ry?:*
%

?c'6

L li,
. rrai:fll,;:]

Two categories-
11 Divisions

Category l-Remodeling

Prizes f irr  structut ' : t l  hotne

in ru rovc rnen ts  i n  each  o f

the fo l lou ' ine '  c i  g i r t  t l i v is io l ts :

L.rtcr ior Fi.r-ups r Outcloor

Lnpror-emcnts r Kitcl-ren Shapc-

ups r  Bathrootn Renroc le l ings

r  ln ter iors  r  Ac i t l i t ions r  \ \ 'ho le-

house Re ruotlelings . I{estomtiot'ts

Category ll - Decorating

Solclv costnetic chanq-es to 1rs;1,, '

l -rottre ' .s interior of the fbl lorvinq'

three r l i r , is ions: rPublic rclottrs: l i r--

inq' roonr, f ' . rrni ly rool l l ,  l<i tchetr,

c l in ing roour ,  pc l rch,  sunroon ' t

r  Pr ivate  roonls :  bec l rootns,

l r : r t h r o o n ' r s ,  h o t n e  o f f i c e s

, ,  r  \ \ ' ho l c -housc  rec leco r r t t i t i g

tu
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Home I m provement Contest
continued from page 83

20AZ Awards
Best of Contest: $10,000 cash plus an 8-day/7-night vacation for four* at

Horizons by -N{arriott Vacation Club in Orlando, Florida. Florizons offers an

action-packed and fun-filled vacation experience for the whole family.
*A i r fa re  and mea ls  no t  inc luded.

Two runners-up: $5,000 cash
1. Remodeling: Prizes given in each of the eight divisions for: Class A-large

projects: S1,500 r Class B-medium projects: $750 r Class C-small projects:

$300. Three merit winners in classes A, B, and C of each division win $100.
2. Decorating: Three awards in each of the three divisions: First Place: $1,500
r Second Place: 5750 .  Third Place: $300

How to Enter
1. Right Now: To receive an official entry packet, call 1-866-509-1690 or mail

the form (or a photocopy) below, postmarked by November l, 2002 ot

order on line for free at www.bhg.com/hic2002. Get a head start by saving

floor plans, before and after photos, and receipts that could help make your

project a winner.
2.WhenYour Project is Finished: Send us the final entry form. Nl f inal entries

must be postmarked by February 3,2003.

Ent ry  Judg ing
Entries wil l be judged on appearance, function, and cost-effective use of

materials. Any home improvement/decorating project completed in 2002 is

eligible, no matter how big or small. It's also eligible whether all the work was

completed by yourself or by professional contractors. Entrants must be U.S.
residents, 18 years of age or older. Judges' decisions are final. Void where

prohibited. See page 95 for complete rules.

Winners
Better Homes and Gardens@ magazine will select winners on or aboutJune
2, 2003. Winners will be notified by mail. A selection of the top winners will

be featured in upcoming issues.

You may qualify to win $1,000 from each of these co-sponsors when you
use their products and services: Ace Hardware r Andersen Windows@
r DuPont Stainmaster@ r GE Profile Appliances r KraftMaid Cabinetry .

Heat-N-Glo . Lennox Industries . Marvin Windows and Doors I Minwax@

See page 95for more Home lmprovement Contest detai ls, or visi t  ourWeb site at www.bhg.com/hic2002

THE OFFICIAL
HOME IMPROVEMENT

SURVIVAL KIT

presented by our gold co-sponsors:
Ace Hardware

Andersen Windows*'
DuPont Stainmaster'
GE Profile Appliances
KraftMaid Cabinetry

Prioritize, organize, and get busy!

T h e  O f f i c i a l  H o m e  l m p r o v e m e n t  S u r -

v i v a l  K i t  w i l l  h e l p  k e e p  y o u r  l i f e  i n  o r -

d e r  f r o m  s t a r t  t o  f i n i s h  d u r i n g  y o u r

r e m o d e l i n g  o r  r e d e c o r a t i n g  p r o j e c t .

Ca r r y  eve ry th i ng  f  r om fab r i c  swa tches

t o  p a i n t  c h i p s  i n  t h i s  s t u r d y  k i t  w i t h

handy  pocke t  f o l de rs .

Plus:

Y o u  w i l l  a l s o  r e c e i v e  h e l p f u l  t i p s

and  i n fo rma t i on  f r om BH&G ed i t o r s

fo r  eve ry  s tep  o f  t he  home  improve -

men t  p rocess .

SpecialOffer:

T h e  H o m e  l m p r o v e m e n t  S u r v i v a l  K i t

i s  j u s t  $ 1 9 . 9 9  p l u s  s h i p p i n g  a n d

h a n d l i n g .  O r d e r  i n f o r m a t i o n  c a n  b e

f o u n d  o n  t h i s  p a g e .

Please note: Do not send the Kit with any f inal entry
submissions. Purchase of the Kit does not inf luence

decision of Contest judges.

Better Homes and Gardens'2002 Home lmprovement Contest
Home lmprovement Survival Kit and Entry Packet Order Information

Order onl ine: Download the off icial entry packet, at no cost,
www.bhg.comlhic2002.

Order by phone: Call 1-866-509-1690 and use your MasterCard orVisa.

Order by mail:

tr Please send only the official entry packet. Enclosed is a check or

money order for  $3.00 for  shipping and handl ing.

D Please send the Home lmprovement Survival Kit and an official
entry packet. Enclosed is a check or money order for $23.49 ($19.99,
plus $3.50 shipping and handling for both the Kit and entry packet).

at Send this form to: Better Homes and Gardeps'r, Home lmprovement
Contest, PO. Box 36197, Des Moines, lA 50315-0310. Must be post-
marked no later than November 1,2002.

Please print:
Name:

Address:

State: _ Zip: _

Allow six to eight weeks for delivery. lf ordering only the entry packet, the S&H charge is waived

for residents of Az, MD, CO, CT and W Please do not send photos or project plans with this order
form. Send only one order form per family. See page 95 for complete rules.
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_Arts & Crafts
futniture plans

he "Showtime Storage" shelving unit featured on pctge 46 is the latest addition
to a matching set of Arts & crafts furniture that started with our lamp
table/nightstand (issue 108). Since then we've featured a Morris reclinins

chair (issue ll2), coffee table and Ottoman (issue I l3), glass-door bookcase (issue
I l6), set of nesting tables (issue l2l), andchair and sofa (issue 129). lfyou don'r have
these issues, go to woodstore.woodmall.com/misfur.html where you can purchase
downloadable or paper plans for any of the pieces. You'l l also see our entire gallery
of plans for other Arts & crafts furniture and accessories. Jl

ts

*r[
I-t
iti *

:t

demo at
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Corrtinued .from page 5l

Make two copies of this tull-size pattern, and trim them

to the 3uls" width. Then cut the patterns apart between

the center break lines. Use spray adhesive to adhere the

patterns to the side panels. Position the tops of the I-

shape cutouts 4th." from the panels' top edges, and the

bottoms of the cutouts 4t/2" from the panels' bottom

edges, as indicated on the patterns.

351/a

#
ffi
5

i$

41/z'

t/2" rabbet /a" deep on outside face

./--)

l l

( -r'

1 "+

@
SIDE PANEL
FULL.SIZE

DETAIL PATTERN

41/z'

start and
op holes

---l
I

4

t/2" rabbel t/+" deep on outside face
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Better Homes and Gardens'

2002Home
lmprovement

Contest
OFFICIAL ENTRY RULES

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN.
1. This contest is open to U.S. residents, 18 years of

age or older who are homeowners of the property

entered ,  except  employees  and the i r  immedia te
famil ies of Meredith Corporation, co-sponsors and

their aff i l iates, subsidiaries, and advert ising agen-
cies. Prel iminary entry blank must be postmarked by
November  1 ,2002,  and rece ived by  December  2 '

2002. Final entry form must be postmarked by Feb-
ruary 3, 2003, and received by February 28,2003. Fi-

nal entry must include photos of proiect, writ ten
descript ion of objectives, receipts for co-sponsor
prizes, and f loor plans ( i f  appl icable). Meredith Cor-
poration not responsible for lost, late, misdirected,
or i l legible entr ies. 2. You may enter more than one
project in the contest, but not the same project in

two dif ferent categories. Prolects may be do-it-

vourself  and/or those completed by professional

contractors/architects/designers. Each project may

be entered by only one person' Projects must be
completed in 2002. 3. Entr ies wil l  be judged on

appearance, function, and cost-effect ive use of
materials. In case of a t ie, the entry with the highest
score  on  appearance w i l l  be  awarded the  pr ize .

Judging wil l  be under the direct ion ol Better Homes
and Gardenso magazine. Co-sponsor awards are
also iudged by representatives of the co-sponsor.
Decisions of judges are f inal.  Al l  winners except for

co-sponsor awards wil l  be chosen on or about June

2, 2003. Co-sponsor winners wil l  be selected by
August  1 ,  2003.  Winners  w i l l  be  no t i f ied  by  mai l .
Winners wil l  be required to sign an Aff idavit  of El i-
gibi l i ty, Assignment and a Release of Liabi l i ty with-
in ten days of noti f icat ion or a new winner may be

chosen. Travel companions of Grand Prize winner

w i l l  be  requ i red  to  s ign  a  re lease.  4 '  PRIZES:  One

Grand Prize includes $10.000, plus an 8-Day Vaca-
t ion for four at the Horizons by Marriott  Vacation
Club  Or lando,  FL ,  7  n igh ts  lodg ing .  Accommoda-
t ions subject to advance notice, space avai labi l i ty,
and black-out dates. Trip must be taken within one
year from date of awarding. Al l  other expenses not

l isted, including airfare, are the responsibi l i ty of the
winner. Approximate retai lvalue $2,000' Eight Class
A,/Three First Place winners wil l  receive $1,500 each;
E igh t  C lass  B/Three Second P lace  w inners  $750
each; Eight Class C/Three Third Place winners $300
each;72 merit  winners wil l  receive $100 each. 5. For

a  l i s t  o f  p r ize  w inners  (ava i lab le  a f te r  August  1 ,

2003), send a separate self-addressed, stamped
envelope lo Better Homes and Gardens@ Home
lmorovement Contest Winners' List.  LS-253' 1716
Locust Street, Des Moines, lowa 50309-3023. 6. En-

tr ies and entry materials become the property of

Meredith Corporation and wil l  not be returned. By

acceptance of prize, winners agree that al l  r ights, in-

c lud ing  copyr igh t ,  in  a l l  en t ry  mater ia ls ,  a re  as-

s igned to  Mered i th  Corpora t ion .  Submiss ion  o f

entry consti tutes permission to use winner's name.
hometown, l ikeness, and information regarding en-
trant, his/her family, and property by Meredith Cor-
pora t ion  and co-sponsors  in  p romot ion  o f  the
contest, unless prohibited by law. The project sub-
mi t ted  cannot  have been prev ious ly  pub l i shed or
photographed by, or committed to publ icat ion, in
any  o ther  magaz ine  or  med ium.  7 '  Contes t  i s  sub-
ject to al l  federal,  state and local laws and regula-
t ions. Al l  l iabi l i ty for federal,  state. and other taxes
are the sole responsibi l i ty of each winner. This con-
test is void where prohibited by law. Residents of AZ,

CO, MD, Cl and VT are not el igible to win co-spon-
sor awards. No prize transfer or substi tut ion. 8.
PLEASE DO NOT SEND PHOTOS OR PROJECT
PLANS WITH THE PRELIMINARY ENTRY FORM.

SEND ONLY ONE PRELIMINARY ENTRY BLANK PER
PROJECT. i



vtrhatts ahead
in our next issue

With spring right arorrnd the corrrGrr we designed
a bevy of proiects for your orrtdoor living areas.

These versatile outdoor structures add shade and class wherever you put
them-{eck, patio, lawn, or garden. The smalle4 painted version at right
accommodates a comfy swinging bench.

Rubber-band runabout
Treat a youngster with this sleek and functional speedboat. 0f build
one for yourself-it looks good enough to just sit on a shelf, too.

Say "cheese"
Turners, you'll be the hit
of the party when you
show otf this cheese tray
with glass dome.

Tuned-in TV Stand
Wood and glass combine in
this sleek design. lt matches
the futon in issue 139 and an
upcoming shelving unit,

Planter boxes with railing
Want to add lasting beauty to your
existing deck? Just replace that
plain-Jane railing with this system.
It's made entirely of materials
impervious to the elements.

Thanks to special materials and
simple construction, you can
build this stylish trellis in just a
few hours.

Tool review: circular saws
Whether cutting up sheet goods or
crosscutting boards, we all need a
circular saw from time to time. We'll
tellyou which models make the cut.
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Pair of shouuy pergolas
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